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INTRODUCTION 
 

Why study Shetland hand knitting today? 
A surge of international interest in textile crafts, localized design cultures, and hand knitting 

in particular, especially among affluent North Americans and Europeans, has attracted a great 

deal of attention to Shetland knitting in recent years. External perceptions and global  

influences were always important influences on the knitting produced in Shetland, not least 

through visiting agents and buyers and the local designers and businesses who conducted 

trade visits and attended trade shows abroad. However, the internet and its transmission of 

a ‘“making and doing” culture’ (Gauntlett 2011: 11) has changed the way Shetland hand 

knitting is perceived and practiced. Due to ‘the existence of a new super-connected amateur’ 

(Hackney 2013:171), craft and design skills that were the basis of local industries in the 19th 

and 20th centuries are finding new forms of value in a global creative economy. This suggests 

potential for new kinds of commercial value to be derived from hand knitting in Shetland. 

Shifts in markets and audiences also entail a re-evaluation of hand knitting in social and 

cultural terms, as internal perspectives on Shetland’s hand knitting go through generational 

change.  

 

Hand knitting in Shetland has historical and contemporary significance for senses of place 

(Turney 2009), gender (Abrams 2005, 2012) and community (Chapman 2015). As an activity 

which spans and moves between domestic, commercial and creative spheres, hand knitting 

has been particularly marked by the intergenerational shifts and sensitivities of social change 

(Maines 2009; Hemmings 2010), which Shetland experienced in a rapid and intense form in 

the late twentieth century (Byron and McFarlane 1980; Byron 1986). In the present moment, 

Shetland hand knitters are able to draw on the embodied knowledge and localised technical 

expertise of a living hand knitting lineage while also accessing the resources of a global 

knitting community that is highly interconnected and commodified (Humphreys 2009; Orton-

Johnson 2013). This international ‘community of practice’ (Lave and Wenger 1991:98) is 

intensely interested in localized traditions as heritage and as inspiration for the products – 

objects, materials, patterns, publications, courses etc – that circulate through global markets 

(Pierce 2014; eg Starmore 2010; Feller 2011; Davies 2013). Given this context, Shetland hand 

knitters might be seen as occupying a strong position in a vibrant (if niche) creative economy.  
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However, while the international spotlight has had profound effects on local experiences of 

the value and meaning of hand knitting, these effects are complex and cannot be reduced to 

a simple increase in confidence or marketability. Recognition of Shetland knitting as a distinct 

cultural form contributes to pride and enthusiasm for hand knitting, but these are 

accompanied by expressions of loss or vulnerability. The range and strength of reaction to the 

end of publically funded hand knitting tuition in schools (Newington 2014; Lovick 2010; 

Marter 2010; Matthews 2015) demonstrates conflicting senses of Shetland hand knitting as 

either precious and threatened communal cultural property, or an outmoded manufacturing 

technique irrelevant to Shetland’s future. The international cachet of the Shetland hand 

knitter does not make it a simple matter for actual Shetland hand knitters to benefit from 

global interest, or to have an authoritative voice in evolving discussions of Shetland knitting. 

Nor does it necessarily enable broader Shetland society to benefit from its association with 

hand knitting.  

 

Shetland is home to human and archival resources that draw those interested in hand knitting 

from far afield. Information from the museums and archives situated in Shetland can now be 

used by a global community of knitters, resulting in projects like the crowd-sourced reverse 

engineering of the ‘Queen Susan shawl’ (Tedder 2016:166). International enthusiasm for 

Shetland knitting techniques and history has fuelled fascination with Shetland knitters, but 

the degree to which this benefits them or strengthens Shetland hand knitting as a living 

cultural practice varies enormously. 

 

As Shetland hand knitting has lost much of its value as part of an industrial piecework model 

and moved towards the realm of ‘heritage’, the mechanisms through which Shetland knitters 

and society benefit from it have become less tangible. Rather than knitted objects, the 

marketable aspects of hand knitting are increasingly experiential: the process of making, 

whether purchased through tuition, patterns or locally produced materials, or the feeling of 

being connected (whether in situ or through online or other media) to a distinctive landscape 

and community. This shift along a spectrum from the material object at one end to place 

branding at the other prompts anxiety about the loss of physical skills, particularly given the 
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age profile of Shetland’s most expert hand knitters and the length of time it takes a beginner 

to gain proficiency.  

 

The successful crowdfunding of the ShetlandPeerieMakkers demonstrates the existence of an 

international public who think that hand knitting skills within Shetland are important enough 

to pay for, and a body of volunteers within Shetland who think that they are important 

enough to commit significant time and personal resources to. The reasons individuals think it 

is important that Shetland children have the option of learning hand knitting vary, and may 

conflict; for example, some prioritise future innovation, seeing hand knitting skills as the basis 

for open-ended creative practice, while others prioritise the transmission of technical and 

visual qualities that they identify as ‘authentic’ to Shetland. The cultural ecology of Shetland 

hand knitting is rich in the ‘symbolic negotiations and tactical manoeuvres, intense 

controversies and improbable alliances’ (Matthews 2015:152) that characterise the 

relationship between rural creativity and the creative industries paradigm.  

Background to this research 
The growing success of Shetland Wool Week at drawing international visitors and the recent 

withdrawal of public funding for knitting in Shetland schools are signs that the social and 

economic bases of Shetland hand knitting are changing. The ShetlandPeerieMakkers (‘small 

knitters’) organisation emerged in response to these social and economic changes. This 

research was initiated in 2016 when the ShetlandPeerieMakkers Working Group approached 

the Centre for Rural Creativity (CRC) with the aim of developing a research project related to 

the value and meaning of Shetland hand knitting.  

 

The ShetlandPeerieMakkers exist to provide free hand knitting tuition to school-age children 

in Shetland and are enacting innovative approaches to both teaching and funding Shetland 

hand knitting. They sit within the governance structure of a pre-existing local charity, the 

Brough Lodge Trust (BLT):  

‘ShetlandPeerieMakkers was set up under the auspices of the Brough Lodge Trust, 

which was originally established to restore the historic Brough Lodge on the island of 

Fetlar. The Trust’s intention is to offer courses in various aspects of Shetland’s heritage 

(including textiles) in very comfortable surroundings. Trustees realised, though, that 
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the restoration was still some years away and that, in the meantime, the need to 

support the knitting culture should become a priority.’ (Brough Lodge Trust 2016).   

In August 2014, BLT hosted a World Café-style discussion event to discuss the future of 

Shetland hand knitting. Participants (25 people in total) included hand knitting teachers, 

designers, wool businesspeople, experienced knitters, children (9-12), and representatives 

of  Shetland Textile Museum and the Shetland Islands Council (SIC). This discussion resulted 

in a consensus that transmission of Shetland hand knitting skills to young people was 

important, that it was the responsibility of the whole community, and that the good practice 

of existing groups such as the one in Whalsay could be used to develop a pilot project to 

make this kind of learning available to more children. This idea was brought to fruition as 

the ShetlandPeerieMakkers pilot project, funded through crowdfunding and benefitting 

from yarn sponsorship from the local company Jamieson’s of Shetland. In 2017 the 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers secured a mixture of LEADER (rural development) funding and 

private sponsorship from Alexander McQueen that, alongside continuing fundraising, has 

enabled them to move out of the pilot stage, employ a part-time coordinator and start to 

gradually make the initiative available across Shetland.  

When this research was mooted in 2016 a Steering Group was formed to act as advisors to 

the CRC, consisting of four of the ShetlandPeerieMakkers Working Group and Linda Coutts 

from the SIC. The first Steering Group meeting was held on 29/06/16. As a result of discussion 

with the Steering Group, the CRC agreed to perform a scoping study on the contemporary 

situation of hand knitting in Shetland with the support of the ShetlandPeerieMakkers. A 

scoping study was chosen because this would allow the CRC to rapidly refine future research 

questions while communicating with knowledgeable local practitioners, rather than 

beginning with an entirely desk-based literature review. The scoping study approach enables 

the direction of literature and policy reviews to be influenced by participant responses: the 

process is ‘iterative’ rather than ‘linear’ (Arksey and O’Malley 2005: 22).  

 

The aims of this study are twofold. The first is to establish an overview or snapshot of the 

cultural ecology of Shetland hand knitting. The research questions addressed by this overview 

are:  

 Who does hand knitting in Shetland today? 
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 What do Shetland hand knitters value about hand knitting? 

 How do Shetland hand knitters see the future of Shetland hand knitting? 

 How do ‘craft’ or ‘creative’ tourists interact with Shetland hand knitting?  

 How does international interest affect local perceptions of Shetland hand knitting? 

 How does Shetland hand knitting relate to the creative industries?  

 How does Shetland hand knitting relate to wider Shetland society?  

Creating this snapshot will help to achieve the study’s second, equally important aim, which 

is to consider potential research questions which could frame future CRC research projects 

involving the ShetlandPeerieMakkers organisation.  

 

Data collection included desk research, semi-structured interviews and participant 

observation. Desk research comprised a review of relevant literature and policy. Interviews 

with knowledgeable practitioners were intended to establish a sense of both the practice of 

hand knitting in Shetland today (ie its skill base, social and business networks) and the range 

of values and meanings associated with it by Shetland hand knitters, particularly as these 

relate to literature and research to date. The number of interviews was limited to 10-15 to 

enable transcription and analysis by the research fellow within the timeframe. 13 interviews 

were carried out. Interviewees included 7 ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutors and a 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers organiser, as well as a Shetland Wool Week organiser, a knitting 

podcaster/blogger/campaigner from Shetland, an expert from Shetland Museum and 

Archives, a local knitting pattern designer and the operator of a textile craft business.   Each 

interviewee had multiple different connections to Shetland hand knitting; for example, 4 of 

the ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutors had been involved in teaching at Shetland Wool Week, and 

the ShetlandPeerieMakkers organiser had operated a knitwear design business for many 

years. In the interests of anonymity not all of these connections are spelled out each time an 

interviewee is mentioned in this report, but they are identified by the points that are relevant 

to the text. Participant observation was undertaken at ShetlandPeerieMakkers meetings and 

events such as Shetland Wool Week, the Shetland Craft Fair and a Northmavine knitting class. 

No data was gathered from the children taking part in ShetlandPeerieMakkers groups, in 

order to avoid disrupting the learning environment and in awareness of the more complex 

ethical issues and governance processes involved in researching children. 
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Cultural Value and the Value of Craft 
The central question ShetlandPeerieMakkers initially brought to the CRC was about the ‘value 

and meaning’ of Shetland hand knitting. The value of a cultural practice like hand knitting 

includes not just commercial value, but many other kinds, such as social, artistic, or heritage 

value, or value in terms of health and wellbeing. The subject of the value of Shetland hand 

knitting relates to two academic debates: recent discussion of ‘cultural value’ in the field of 

cultural policy, and longstanding arguments about the value of craft. While these are not 

discussed extensively in this report, they provide an academic context for the seven research 

questions addressed and must therefore be briefly mentioned here.  

 

Researchers in the field of cultural policy have closely examined the idea of ‘cultural value’ 

(eg O’Brien 2013, Belfiore 2016). This term has come to the fore in public policy since the 

1990s, as publically funded arts and cultural activities have come under new scrutiny 

(Hesmondhalgh et al 2015).  Increasing focus on measurement and evaluation, coupled with 

competition for resources, led to the generation of a great deal of research about the value 

of cultural activities that is not always clear about whether it is trying to understand what 

cultural value is, or trying to make a case for cultural activities having value at all. In recent 

years, major research projects such the Cultural Value Project (AHRC-funded, directed by 

Professor Geoffrey Crossick), Understanding Everyday Participation: Articulating Cultural Values 

(AHRC-funded, led by Professor Andrew Miles), and the Warwick Commission on the Future 

of Cultural Value (chaired by Vikki Heywood OBE) have tried to pick apart some of this 

confusion. This type of research asks questions such as what policy makers mean when they 

talk about ‘cultural value’, what people are really measuring when they quantify the impact 

or value of cultural policies, and most relevantly for this research, how people value their own 

cultural practices – which may or may not fit neatly into official measurement processes.   

 

The recent uncertainty about the role of craft within the officially designated creative 

industries is only one incident in the long-running and wide-ranging debate about how craft 

is or should be valued. In the book Craftwork as Problem Solving, Trevor Marchand  (2017: 5)  

points out, as others have done, that ‘craft has been associated throughout much of history 

with the body, the female, and the domestic sphere…positioned more closely to nature than 

to culture.’  The way society values craft therefore reflects the way it values the body, the 
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female, the domestic and the natural, as opposed to the cerebral, the male, the public and 

the cultivated. This positioning of craft as something outside or below the mainstream has 

made it a fruitful tool for countercultural and subversive movements, including feminist 

activism (of which the recent, much-debated Pussy Hat phenomenon is a high profile 

example). Academic writing on craft and gender includes Lynn Abrams’ historical research on 

the economic and social history of Shetland knitting. Her book Myth and Materiality in a 

Women’s World (2005) reveals the complex interrelationship of different forms of women’s 

labour, the unique social realities of Shetland during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 

and how the specificities of Shetland in this period relate to broader historical narratives 

about gender, domesticity and economics. Abrams’s work demonstrates the potential of 

considering hand knitting in a rigorous and nuanced way, taking account of its changing 

historical context and interrogating the assumptions we bring to its study.  

 

Given its direct concern with the material world and technical skill, craft has a close 

relationship to the economy. In the case of Shetland hand knitting, two relevant approaches 

to theorizing the changing relationship between craft and the economy are Rachel Maines’ 

(2009) idea of ‘hedonizing technologies’ and Amy Twigger-Holroyd et al’s (2015) concept of 

‘domestication’. By ‘hedonizing technologies’, Maines (2009) means technologies that are 

moving away from being practical necessities and towards being leisure activities in affluent 

parts of the world. Maines (2009: 3) calls needlework the ‘paradigmatic example’ of this, but 

there are many others – eg home brewing, weekend blacksmithing or bookbinding courses, 

even hunting or gardening – where the process is increasingly seen as valuable and enjoyable 

in itself, not just a means to an end.  

 

In some cases the contrast between a hedonizing technology as a leisure activity and its past 

or present as a necessity in other parts of the world can be jarring, even bringing to mind the 

story of Marie Antoinette playing at milkmaids. It is often observed that focusing on what 

Luckman (2015: 68) calls  ‘the material, the tactile…the hands that work upon matter’ is 

particularly attractive to people who spend a lot of time online and have minimal engagement 

with manual work. However, Carr and Gison (2016: 311) suggest that engaging with processes 

of making (right across the craft/manufacturing divide) can promote a more thoughtful 
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appreciation of where all the things around us come from and challenge the ‘high-throughput 

model of make-sell-dispose’. They argue that 

‘In an era whose economic geography is increasingly painted in the hues of 

financialization – with an often peculiarly virtual feel (almost as if even the tangible 

products around us have been 3D-printed into existence by digital technologies) – it is 

salient to remember the massive extent to which workers in factories, workshops and 

in homes are still occupied in making material things.’ (Carr and Gibson 2016: 309) 

 

Amy Twigger Holroyd et al (2015: 1) use the term ‘domestication’ to refer to the reinvention 

of craft processes as leisure activities in the domestic or amateur sphere (2015: 2). People 

who are worried about craft skills disappearing when the economy moves on often try 

strategies such as selling things to a wider audience or tweaking traditional products to better 

suit the market. Coming from a design background, these researchers suggest that an 

alternative approach is to support craft skills as leisure; this does not mean they no longer 

have any economic impact, but it means refocusing on the process rather than the product. 

Twigger Holroyd et al (2015: 4) argue that domestication can be just as important to the 

revitalization of traditional crafts as commercialisation. They also point out that the two can 

be interlinked, using examples such as ‘books, kits, online communities, videos, workshops 

and holidays’ (2015: 5), drawing several from ‘the culture of hand knitting’ and noting that 

‘many localised traditions of knitting – such as Fair Isle, Shetland lace and Sanquhar knitting 

– are thriving’ (2015: 5). Twigger Holroyd et al (2015) make a strong argument for the 

potential of amateur and domestic craft practices to enrich both the skill base and 

innovativeness of what they call ‘traditional or place-related’ (2015: 5) crafts. 
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Research Question 1: Who does hand knitting in Shetland today? 
 

Changing economic, social and educational contexts have transformed the make-up of the 

Shetland hand knitting community since the mid-twentieth century, and a twenty-first 

century surge of public interest in hand crafts and place-based design is fuelling change once 

more. The prevalence and demographic spread of hand knitting in Shetland today cannot be 

precisely quantified in the absence of large scale survey data, but there has been a striking 

change in the size and nature of Shetland’s hand knitting community of practice well within 

living memory. This change is remarked upon by both knitters and non-knitters when hand 

knitting is mentioned. To the visitor, it can be puzzling to hear that ‘nobody knits nowadays’, 

given the high visibility of knitting here in comparison with other parts of the UK. The 

perception that ‘nobody knits’ makes sense in comparison to a past when, as many 

respondents describe, ‘everybody knitted’, by hand and/or machine, as a commercial activity 

and for other practical reasons. As one interviewee recalled: 

‘when I was young, everybody was knitting for commercial gain. Although you werena 

getting much for it, it was still something extra. Everybody was sitting knitting anyway, 

everybody. And if you went out to visit a friend, you took your knitting with you.’ 

From a knitwear designer’s point of view, this abundance of knitters and knitting expertise 

made it possible to build a business:        

‘at that time there were so many knitters. You could just put an advert in the paper 

and get  knitters…they were amazing, could just knit whatever. I’d give them a bag of 

colour and a swatch.’ 

While it is far from true that ‘nobody knits’ today, the number of people knitting in Shetland 

has enormously reduced, and the motivations for their knitting have changed in the context 

of wider economic and social shifts. 

 

The decline in the proportion of Shetlanders participating in hand knitting has not been evenly 

spread across age groups. In interviews and conversations with Shetland hand knitters, a 

recurring phrase is ‘missing generation’. In a typical comment from an interview, a 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor and knitwear design professional said: 

‘The thing I think is important is that we have a missing generation, if not two. Life got 

busy. There was work for women outside the home and they were still working inside 
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the home as well. There just wasn’t time to be knitting for sale or as a hobby. Now 

people are looking at it differently.’ 

 

This ‘missing generation, if not two’ was recognised by all the knitting experts spoken to in 

the course of this research. As one interviewee said, ‘There’s been a massive change. My age 

group are all knitters. My daughters don’t knit.’  The consensus is that the cohort of women 

who grew up surrounded by commercial knitting and emerged into adulthood between the 

late 1980s and the early 21st century represent a departure from the hand (and machine) 

knitting practices of their mothers, grandmothers and other relatives. During this period, the 

economic basis of the Shetland knitting industry as an important supplement to farming and 

fishing was disappearing, at the same time as employment opportunities for women were 

opening up.  The arrival of the oil industry and related jobs in Shetland, and changing attitudes 

to women in the workforce across the UK, meant that the declining knitting industry was not 

necessarily mourned by women who had witnessed knitting as a necessity undertaken for 

little reward. After leaving school, few of these women knitted at all. While many of the 

developments that enabled this change in lifestyle were welcome, the abrupt break in the 

transmission of hand knitting practices through women in domestic settings caused some 

respondents to become concerned about the loss of the technical skills, social networks and 

cultural heritage associated with hand knitting.  

 

Active hand knitters in Shetland today can be divided into several broad (and sometimes 

overlapping) categories: children, 60+ women who have always knitted, adult returners, 

organised groups, young women, textile students and artists, and craft businesspeople. Until 

2010, every child learned how to knit in primary school. The withdrawal of hand knitting 

tuition from primary schools provoked heated debate at the time, although this debate 

followed the decision more than it informed it (Robertson 2010; Newington 2014). Those who 

argued that school tuition should have continued were particularly concerned because the 

so-called ‘missing generation’ made it unlikely that children would learn how to knit at home 

either; in research interviews, ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutors pointed out that ‘their mother 

can’t help them’, and ‘most of them wouldn’t have any opportunity to learn otherwise.’ 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers is only one of the various groups that have provided hand knitting 

tuition for children since 2010: for example, Whalsay Primary School has had its own knitting 
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group since 2011, Shetland Museum has held children’s knitting classes, as has Shetland Wool 

Week and groups at Burravoe Hall and Scalloway School, while the Unst Peerie Knitters have 

been in operation for more than 15 years.  

 

Respondents identified older women (65++) as the demographic most likely to knit, and also 

the most skilful: ‘probably the majority who knit are in the older generation, probably over 

60, over 70, over 80 I suppose, are really some of the best knitters or some of the most 

recognisable knitters in Shetland.’ This category includes those who spent many years 

involved in commercial knitting and who continue to knit for family and pleasure, and also 

those individuals who have built longstanding knitwear businesses of their own, selling for 

export through agents and trade fairs and secondarily to passing tourist trade. Individuals 

who are especially skilled and experienced are recognised, their expertise is sought after by 

other hand knitters, and they are sometimes invited to deliver workshops across the UK and 

abroad. Several respondents expressed unease about the amount of money that some older 

women in particular earn in exchange for their knitted items. While some people are thought 

to be content to sell knitting at negligible prices, other hand knitters are saddened by this, 

thinking it devalues these women’s skilled labour and contributes to the devaluation of hand 

knitting in general. Willingness to provide hand knitted items for these prices appears to be 

in decline.  

 

The hand knitters I call ‘adult returners’ are women who might have been part of the ‘missing 

generations’, having grown up surrounded by knitting for sale and worked in unrelated fields. 

As one said, ‘it’s mostly the older generation that are knitting as I can see… I was the same, 

because for about 20 years I didn’t knit anything… to cast on again I had to watch a Youtube 

video.’ Another interviewee commented that ‘I suppose I was one of the oil boom when I was 

leaving school and so there were jobs, plentiful jobs’, but that now ‘it’s like we’re wakening 

up’ to the knowledge being lost with older generations. These adult returners have reassessed 

the value of hand knitting in a very different economic and social context from the one in 

which they grew up. As well as choosing to learn, re-learn or intensify their knitting practices 

as adults, these women are often active in organising and promoting local hand knitting 

initiatives such as informal knitting groups, night classes and ShetlandPeerieMakkers groups. 

Some of them are involved in pattern design and some undertake formal study of textiles 
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through Shetland College. When these women talk about the original motivation for their 

return to hand knitting, they describe a sense of personal loss on realising that the rich hand 

knitting culture they took for granted as children had almost disappeared. Hand knitting has 

since become a significant aspect of some of these women’s lives, and they have brought a 

great deal of energy to the discovery and creation of new networks and cultural contexts for 

Shetland hand knitting.  

 

Young women who knit, from the teenagers in the Anderson High School group to those in 

their twenties, have always lived in a world where hand knitting is principally a creative leisure 

activity rather than paid piece work, and where hand knitting (and indeed Shetland) is often 

viewed through a heritage lens. Other knitters report that these young people are curious 

about past hand knitting practices in Shetland and the expertise of older generations. One 

PM tutor said ‘The way people knit now – they’re interested in the old ways. The young ones 

want to know how we used to do it.’  At the same time, young people are ‘far more savvy 

with the internet’ than their elders, as another tutor put it. They have access both to the 

physical presence of Shetland’s highly experienced older knitters, and to the diverse 

techniques and attitudes of the online knitting community of practice. (That said, some older 

Shetland knitters are active participants in online knitting culture, including Ravelry, 

Instagram and Facebook groups.)  

 

Shetland is home to textile students who attend Shetland College, and to artists who 

incorporate elements of or references to hand knitting in their work. The relevance of hand 

knitting to the visual arts in Shetland can be seen in the programmes of local exhibition 

spaces, which have hosted many collections of work with some relation to Shetland hand 

knitting, by both local and international artists. Recent examples include Mirrie Lace, part of 

the Mirrie Dancers project (Roxane Permar and Nayan Kulkarni, 2010) commissioned by 

Shetland Arts, Edges and Extremes (Sally Booth and Evlynn Sharp, 2016) in the Shetland 

Museum and Archives and Island Connections in the Bonhoga Gallery (Vivian Ross-Smith, 

2017). Local hand knitters have sometimes collaborated with artists to produce participatory 

pieces, such as the Mirrie Lace project above and Own Our Own Time (Kerstin Lindstrom, 

2013), a performance that took place at the Shetland Textile Museum as part of Shetland Arts’ 

International Textile Festival. 
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Hand knitters are behind many small and micro-businesses in Shetland that involve knitting 

to a greater or lesser extent, whether through selling knitted objects, designing knitting 

patterns, providing tuition to tourists, selling other craft items like jewellery or ceramics with 

knitting motifs or techniques, or using knitting images or narratives to market unrelated 

products. Larger businesses (eg Laurence Odie Knitwear, Jamiesons of Shetland, Jamieson & 

Smith, Anderson & Co.) include hand knitted items in their retail outlets, often sourced from 

people in their community. The Shetland Museum shop stocks hand knitted items and has 

been involved in initiatives such as the Shetland Fine Lace project to ensure a fair price for 

hand knitted goods. Shetland Textile Museum sells hand knitted goods, as do local museums 

across Shetland such as Old Haa Burravoe.  

 

Social knitting groups meet at venues such as local halls, museums, business premises and 

people’s homes. As well as formal organisations such as the Shetland Guild of Knitters, 

Spinners, Dyers and Weavers (founded in 1988), local branches of the Scottish Women’s 

Institute which deal with knitting alongside other activities, and a therapeutic knitting group 

for people with Alzheimers, interviewees mentioned taking part in a plethora of more casual 

social groups. These are sometimes called ‘Makkin ‘n’ Yakkin’, a Shetland version of Debbie 

Stoller’s (2003) Stitch ‘n’ Bitch concept or its primmer cousin the ‘Knit and Natter’. Groups 

mentioned during this research included Whalsay’s Tak Dy Sock (‘take your knitting’) group 

and those held in the Textile Museum, Levenwick Hall, Skeld Hall, Bixter Hall, Burra Isle Baptist 

Church (‘Pink’) Hall, Islesburgh Community Centre and a private house. One interviewee 

asked for the existence of their group not to be publicised, as ‘it’s standing room only’.  A 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor suggested that the proliferation of informal knitting groups is 

‘a relatively new thing - certainly in my mother’s day I don’t think there was anything like 

that… everybody just knitted in their homes and you just took it with you when you went to 

someone’s house anyway.’ Another interviewee pointed out that ‘knitting in public’ (often 

abbreviated online to KIP) is rarely seen in Shetland outside Wool Week, and recalled difficulty 

in attracting knitters to a group held several years ago in a publically accessible venue in 

Lerwick town centre. The groups mentioned in the course of this research did tend to be held 

apart from the general public, in venues booked for the purpose, rather than in busy cafés or 

more visible spots. This may reflect the strong role of local halls and voluntary organisations, 
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as opposed to commercial businesses, in Shetland’s ‘third space’ (that is, space which is 

neither home nor work). Combined with reliance on word-of-mouth advertising (and 

sometimes not even that, as mentioned above) this means that the role of hand knitting as a 

social practice in Shetland is easily underestimated.  
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Research Question 2: What do Shetland hand knitters value about hand 

knitting? 
 

It is clear that Shetland has experienced enormous changes not only in who knits, but why. 

GIven the huge change there has been in the economic role of hand knitting, this section 

considers where this sense of value comes from today. Reviewing interviews and 

conversations with Shetland hand knitters, some common themes emerge: family and 

intergenerational connections, place and heritage, past necessity, skill, creativity and income. 

 

Family and intergenerational connections 
Hand knitting has personal family associations for many of the people consulted during this 

research. Most first learned to knit at home from female relatives when they were very young, 

with some unable to remember ever not being able to knit. Arnold (2010: 87) notes that 

‘Shetland hand knitters over 60 years of age in 2003 seem to have been taught to knit by 

maternal osmosis or by imitating their female relatives’, relating this mode of learning and 

the practice of knitting without written patterns to particular tendencies in fair isle design. 

Interviewees confirmed this impression of ‘maternal osmosis’, saying things like ‘my mother 

would have taught me to knit’, or ‘I can’t remember learning to knit but my mum thinks that 

she probably taught me’. Other relatives such as ‘nans’ and ‘aunties’ were also identified as 

sources of knitting knowledge in childhood.  

 

All of the adult Shetland hand knitters spoken to were aware of commercial knitting going on 

around them throughout their childhoods. Many remembered taking on some role in 

commercial knitting processes in the home, such as helping family members to finish machine 

knitted garments or selling small hand knitted items they made themselves. The domestic 

structure of the Shetland knitting industry meant it was intertwined in family life for many of 

today’s hand knitters, and always had a social aspect, being a communal as well as an 

individual activity. A ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor recalled that ‘when people came to visit, 

any of the family, they would all have knitting with them when I was that age and everybody 

would be knitting’. Learning about knitting can therefore mean learning about the lives of 

relatives; as the above tutor remarked, knitting becomes ‘a window into our family history’, 

and can have great ‘emotional’ power. The connection between knitting and family is not just 
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a historical one. Another ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor reports that ‘children have started 

taking their makkin over to their grannies, to their aunties or whoever, and grandmothers 

who haven’t knitted for maybe over 20 years have started knitting again because the children 

are coming.’ 

 

Intergenerational interaction, both within and beyond the family circle, was mentioned as a 

benefit of hand knitting by many of the hand knitters consulted. Knitters highlighted the wide 

age range attending informal makkin n yakkin groups. An interviewee who ran their own 

informal group reported that ‘at one of my sessions…we had four generations of one family 

together in the same room…the great granny, the granny, the mum and the daughter.’ A 

member of another group mentioned that ‘you look around the table and there can be 

someone of over 80 sitting next to someone of 8 years old and it’s so nice to have the 

intergenerational mix.’ The researcher attended a casual evening during Wool Week where 

ages ranged from 12 to 92. Hand knitting provides a natural setting for intergenerational 

conversation and learning, given that those at each end of the age spectrum have different 

but complementary forms of expertise to share, from local techniques that have never been 

written down to the pattern search functions of Ravelry.  

 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers head tutors welcomed the intergenerational interaction between the 

children in their groups, themselves and their assistants, who often included older women in 

the community. One head tutor jokingly referred to her enthusiastic team as a ‘granny club’. 

The abundance of willing volunteers in some areas demonstrates that tutors get something 

out of the groups as well as the children; one assistant has said she leaves the weekly 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers session ‘a new wife’. The ShetlandPeerieMakkers organization has 

not highlighted this side-effect of their programme to date, because its purpose is solely to 

provide a service to children and its crowdfunding was secured on that basis. Nonetheless 

this is a notable social benefit of Shetland hand knitting in general and 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers groups in particular. It is important that ShetlandPeerieMakkers 

groups have positive effects for volunteers as well as children, especially given that the 

volunteers are donating their time for free in a context where the economic under-valuing of 

women’s textile-related labour is a sensitive subject. ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutors are 

overwhelmingly positive about their experience as volunteers; as a typical head tutor said, 
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‘the kids were so willing and so enthusiastic…I got more back from them than I was having to 

give out’. By taking the expertise of older women in particular seriously, as a precious and 

respected communal resource, the ShetlandPeerieMakkers initiative has been able to 

activate enormous goodwill on the part of volunteers who are taking the future of Shetland 

hand knitting into their own hands.  

 

While family structures have historically provided for intergenerational learning in domestic 

contexts, ‘in modern, more complex societies, intergenerational learning is no longer 

transmitted by the family alone and, increasingly, is occurring outside the family’ (Newman 

and Hatton-Yeo 2008). The benefits of intergenerational interaction for older people’s health 

and wellbeing are well documented (de Souza 2003; Fried et al. 2004; Costanzo and Hoy 2007; 

Chung 2009), as is its importance for younger people’s development (Kessler and Staudinger 

2007: 690). There is also a particular value for intergenerational approaches in the realm of 

craft education, as mentioned by Dr Peter Oakley (Royal College of Art) in a letter to the 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers organization: ‘When there is a long established body of knowledge, 

this also helps bring the generations together through teaching and learning sessions and 

celebrations of past and recent individual and group achievements, both novice and 

professional’.  

 

Place and heritage 
Ideas about place and heritage are intrinsic to hand knitting for many knitters in Shetland. 

Words like ‘tradition’ and ‘authenticity’ appear in any discussion of hand-knitting practices 

(Turney 2009), although like many authors, interviewees questioned the meaning or 

usefulness of these terms even as they used them. Activities that are labelled as ‘traditional’ 

or ‘authentic’ are imagined as belonging to a community, rather than just individuals: they 

carry what McKerrel (2014:161) calls an ‘ideological commitment to communitas and social 

action’. Where ideas about ‘tradition’ and ‘authenticity’ are most powerful is not in dogmatic 

expectations of technique or design, but in the perception of Shetland hand knitting as 

something ‘precious’ which is ‘the responsibility of the community’ (interviewee). 

 

It is significant that the ShetlandPeerieMakkers set out to teach children ‘Shetland hand 

knitting’ (that is, fair isle colourwork and Shetland lace) rather than generic knitting skills. 
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While the ShetlandPeerieMakkers organisation emerged as a response to the withdrawal of 

knitting tuition from the school curriculum, their strong focus on fair isle and Shetland lace is 

a departure from the previous provision. While some school knitting instructors tried to teach 

Shetland-specific techniques, large class sizes made this unattainable for most, and many 

children learned to knit items such as toys without much reference to place-based design, 

techniques or equipment. Although the withdrawal of knitting provision in schools was a 

question of funding, a ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor suggested that ‘had they been knitting 

fair isle, they would have had a stronger argument for keeping it’. This kind of knitting is 

valued as an expression of place identity and community heritage. One tutor remarked that 

‘Fair isle knitting is a strong part of who we are, how we’ve been brought up and how we 

continue to live…fair isle makkin is very much part of our identity.’ The idea of hand knitting 

as heritage contributes to the feeling that Shetland children ought to have access to it, as a 

kind of birth right:  

‘that is wir heritage and the bairns’ heritage…I felt really strongly kids should have the 

chance to learn if they want to learn.’ (ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor) 

‘it’s part of our heritage, part of our identity, and it would be an awful shame for it to 

be lost because there were nobody willing to help the young folk.’ 

(ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor) 

 

The ‘heritage gaze’ applied to hand knitting and to Shetland itself has strengthened in recent 

years. Both hand knitting (Turney 2009) and rural island communities have increasingly been 

seen in terms of heritage as a result of globalisation and post-industrial nostalgia. While the 

‘heritage gaze’ looks towards the past, it is a contemporary phenomenon; interviewees were 

aware that heritage had become more of a concern in Shetland within their lifetimes. One 

said ‘heritage came up with oil and the museum’. It can be disconcerting for creative 

practitioners to find their life’s work is perceived as heritage if they were more motivated by 

innovation than ‘tradition’ at the time. Kate Davies has written extensively both in print and 

online about the history and contemporary importance of Shetland hand knitting and its 

influence on her designs. She also discusses ideas like ‘tradition’ in a way that is sensitive to 

the many different perspectives on Shetland from within and without, and which resists the 

quest for a static authenticity, which ‘always seems to be just out of view, around the 

historical bend’ (Adamson 2007: 105): 
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For many knitters, ‘Shetland’ itself is a watchword for tradition, calling up distinct 

practices of fine lace and Fair Isle knitting conducted in island isolation…it has also 

always been markedly outward-looking too, responding to cultural trends, economic 

pressures, technical developments and market demands. (Kate Davies 2014: 22)  

Relating knitting’s heritage value to its past subsistence role, a tutor explained ‘Knitting is a 

very important part of Shetland’s heritage. It’s what kept them going, it was their bread and 

butter…at least their tea and sugar.’ 

  

Past necessity 
Knowledge that knitting was once a necessity, or even drudgery, seems to add to its value for 

Shetland hand knitters today. (Conversely, this is what puts some non-knitters off.) Even 

within the small sample of knitters consulted during this scoping study, there was a wide 

variety of different experiences and family memories of Shetland’s past hand knitting 

industry. One ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor recalled that ‘No-one complained at the time. 

Women enjoyed it. You hear people now saying how hard and exploitative and poorly paid it 

was, but back then you didn’t hear anyone complaining. I don’t think people minded. Women 

enjoyed knitting.’ Some knitters saw past knitting practices as more restrictive or coercive: ‘I 

never saw my mam or granny knit for pleasure. They had to knit’; ‘My mother’s generation 

had to knit all the time, there was no choice about it’, while others said ‘I didn’t feel that at 

all with my mother’ or ‘there was no comment when I was growing up, even from granny, on 

how horrible things had been in the past. I’d never heard that.’  

 

No matter how positive or negative their perspective on the knitting industry of the past, the 

hand knitters spoken to expressed a strong sense of good fortune in both being able to knit 

and not having to, saying things like ‘We’re very lucky now’. While hand knitting for pleasure 

and creative expression always coexisted and interacted with hand knitting for sale in 

Shetland, the possibilities for creativity and choice in leisure hand knitting were particularly 

prized by those who had experienced or witnessed knitting as a necessary task. While the 

‘hedonization’ (Maines 2009) of hand knitting is long established across Europe and North 

America, the idea of knitting as indulgent recreation has a much shorter history within 

Shetland. As a ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor  described, her fairly typical family history was 
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one where her mother ‘didn’t have to knit so that we could eat, but it wouldn’t have been for 

sort of frivolous things…going back another 50 years, it would have been a necessity.’ In this 

context, knitting was often seen as something you might have to do: another tutor’s mother 

‘grew up knitting but used to say “you dinna have to knit”’. Another reported that ‘You hear 

an awful lot of folk saying my mam always told me never start knitting or you’ll have to knit 

for a living’. As one interviewee remarked, ‘for that generation, education is for going away 

and staying away, or getting a job with a pension’, not for ‘playing with knitting’. The idea of 

knitting as a kind of economic fall-back or last resort was still present within the debate 

around the end of publically funded tuition in schools. For example, the Shetland Times 

reports a local councillor remarking ‘We are turning folk out that can read and write. We are 

not turning knitters out of school’ (Riddell 2010). 

 

Skill 
The skilled nature of hand knitting was emphasised by many respondents, who shared 

different perspectives on the changes that have taken place in the hand knitting skill base 

within Shetland. When ShetlandPeerieMakkers volunteers were asked why they originally 

started giving up their time, they described a sense of urgency about preserving or revitalizing 

skills. Several ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutors and other hand knitters talked about a period 5-

10 years years ago (notably, coinciding with mixed public reactions to the end of school 

knitting tuition), when they felt that communal craft practices they had once taken for 

granted were quickly disappearing forever, as skilled practitioners were aging without their 

knowledge being passed on. This sense of loss, centred on physical skills, was not eased by 

the ever-increasing range of publications, patterns, high street clothes and haute couture 

referencing Shetland knitwear by people based elsewhere. As a popular knitting podcaster 

from Shetland put it in an interview, even if there are ‘a lot of patterns online’, something is 

lost if there are no ‘tradition bearers’. This is particularly the case because much of Shetland’s 

hand knitting expertise has been about fluid invention rather than following patterns, in some 

ways more like an oral tradition than a written one.  

 

The perception of embodied knowledge disappearing from Shetland was the main motivation 

for some people to return to knitting as adults, who have since gone on to organise groups, 
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teach classes, publish designs, participate in Wool Week, or volunteer with the 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers. It has also spurred some local knitting experts to put a lot of effort 

into finding and teaching interested younger people. This legacy-building work, including 

Promote Shetland’s success in expanding local participation in Wool Week and the 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers’ increasing work with children, makes it possible that Shetland hand 

knitting skills are going through a period of adaptation to new opportunities, rather than 

facing an inevitable and fatal decline.  

 

When respondents discussed hand knitting skills, it was often clear that they were talking 

about more than simply technical know-how. For example, a particular knitting task might be 

preserved for the foreseeable future in a video demonstration by a knitter in the USA, but this 

does not diminish the sense of loss among those who have watched the rich diversity of skill 

in Shetland shrinking. For many Shetland hand knitters, the skills they want to preserve and 

revitalize include a profound understanding of how technical and design processes relate to 

Shetland history, landscape and life. This is one reason why the intergenerational aspect of 

hand knitting is so highly valued. For example, an adult returner discussed her interest in 

finding out about individual and local variation in hand knitting techniques: 

‘I’ve got to a point now where I want to pick up the stitches for the button band 

and…I’m just going to wait for mum to show me -  because yes, I could watch a 

Youtube video, but I want to do it mum’s way.’  

 

Creativity 
The creative possibilities offered by hand knitting were prized by many of the Shetland hand 

knitters consulted. Those who specialised in fair isle knitting spoke about how it had made 

them think about and ‘see’ colour in a new way, or given them an accessible route to pursue 

an interest in colour which had ‘always been there’ and had been refined by a lifetime’s work 

in wool. Shetland lace knitters described the sculptural possibilities of their techniques, saying 

things like ‘I just find it fascinating how you can create intricate patterns just by doing two 

together and wool forward’. The idea of knitting as a simple form with infinite possibilities 

appeals to people from many creative backgrounds, with some respondents likening it to 

‘binary’ or emphasizing the mathematical  properties of stitch patterns as algorithms.  
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For some Shetland hand knitters, hand knitting is just one aspect of a much broader 

professional, academic or personal interest in the visual arts. For example, one respondent 

who had ‘always wanted to do something creative’ but initially saw knitting as ‘almost too 

obvious’ had studied textile arts, exhibited as a visual artist and worked as a designer of 

jewellery and other products as well as eventually finding hand knitting an important part of 

her creative practice and designing popular knitting patterns. Another had applied her artistic 

background to building a knitwear design company, developing many professional 

relationships with local hand knitters and, eventually, skills in computer programming for 

knitting machines without identifying as a hand knitter herself.  

 

Shetland hand knitting sometimes provides a route into creative education and learning. 

Several respondents had at some stage taken art or textile art courses at Shetland College. 

One of the ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutors was studying a textiles module at Shetland College 

during the course of this research. She related her coursework to her family experience of 

hand knitting: 

‘It’s colour that I’m more interested in here at the college, in the piece I’m doing…I’ve 

often wondered am I interested in the colour because I was brought up with it and 

seeing it around me or what, I don’t know.’ 

Another ShetlandPeerieMakkers volunteer was independently pursuing an interest in 

learning about ‘other countries’ knitting techniques and other countries’ colours’, having 

grown up steeped in fair isle knitting but discovering new ‘colour combinations that really do 

work and I would never have considered’ in the knitting of places like Estonia through 

Shetland Wool Week events and her own wide reading. 

 

Asked about why they had chosen to start volunteering with ShetlandPeerieMakkers, tutors 

talked about the creative satisfaction that they had found through hand knitting and their 

wish to make that available to young people. One said ‘Lace is my passion…I canna imagine 

my life without knitting and doing the things I do. So it gives them the opportunity to do that.’ 

Several talked about facilitating the creativity of the children as their goal in teaching them 

hand knitting skills, emphasizing innovation, for example: 
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‘I am very open to letting them decide what they want to make, or their colours or 

whatever, just let them do it…I would like to encourage them to be more experimental 

as well...’ 

The process of being a tutor had made some volunteers rethink their own expectations of the 

‘rules’ of Shetland hand knitting. Particularly with the older Anderson High School group, 

tutors reported that while they might once have warned young knitters away from certain 

design choices, the teenagers had consistently surprised them with the success of their less 

‘traditional’ ideas. One of the AHS tutors called the moment when each learner grasped the 

basic principles of fair isle knitting as their ‘eureka moment’, after which they knew ‘they 

could make anything they wanted’.  

 

Income 
Given that hand knitted items are for sale in retail outlets and heritage sites across Shetland, 

a visitor might assume that many Shetland hand knitters still valued hand knitting as a source 

of additional income. However, very few of the hand knitters consulted in the course of this 

scoping study said that they sell any of their knitting. For most, knitting is ‘very much a hobby’ 

(ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor). The question of who does knit the objects that are for sale in 

Shetland is something for future research to follow up. The consensus among interviewees 

was that the majority of those knitting for sale are elderly, and that while payment varies 

between outlets and some knitters have good relationships with shops, most are paid very 

little in relation to the time spent making objects. This echoes the findings of the Weave 

(2012) Shetland Textiles Review Final Report commissioned by the SIC. A typical remark on 

the subject was ‘your fair isle gloves and your lace scarves and your fair isle yokes, the folk 

that’s knitting that now is the elderly folk that just like something to knit… They get just a 

pittance for it.’  

 

The low payment level for most hand knitted objects was a common topic of discussion during 

interviews and informal conversations. While a small number of Shetland hand knitters who 

have built up unique markets or expertise can charge appropriately (eg Hazel Tindall, patron 

of ShetlandPeerieMakkers and holder of the ‘World’s Fastest Knitter’ title), most who sell 
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hand knitting earn what several respondents described as ‘peanuts’. Some feel very strongly 

about this: 

‘My hand knitting is mostly just for pleasure and just for something for myself, 

because it’s still slave labour. So I don’t buy into that. I’d rather knit something 

and give it away than sell it to the shops for peanuts.’ 

One interviewee reported hand knitted yokes being sold to shops for £7-£11 in some cases, 

calling this ‘shocking’. Several regretted the recent closure of The Spider’s Web, a shop that 

allowed hand knitters to set their own price, which was felt to be fair (Christine Arnold’s 

(2010: 87) historical work on gender coding in fair isle knitwear design includes an account of 

working in this shop.) The fact that ‘there are still people who are happy’ to sell hand knitting 

at low prices was not seen as a positive thing, but a barrier to developing a market for hand 

knitting that is both fairer and more ambitious in design terms. 

 

Looking to the future, one ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor thought that ‘it’s going to come to 

the stage shortly where none of the shops is going to have anything to sell’, due to the age 

profile of current producers, the shrinking population of knitters with the required skills, and 

the unwillingness of those who are expert enough (particularly younger knitters) to produce 

repetitive objects for sale at low prices when they could be developing their skills for their 

own pleasure or as part of a wider creative practice. Respondents who are or have been 

involved in businesses that sell hand knitting report increasing difficulty in finding hand 

knitters, attributing this to changing patterns of employment and low payment rates rather 

than a lack of skills. (Lack of skills and training was however mentioned as a growing issue in 

machine knitting in Shetland.) Even businesspeople who are specifically motivated by the 

desire to secure better rates of pay for hand knitters have found great difficulty in establishing 

this type of working relationship. As one said,  

the trouble was finding folk that would hand knit, it was really difficult, and then if 

there was folk that would do it, they were working for established places…A lot of folk 

they used to do it, so they had the skills, but they were put off because they werena 

getting paid much and also they had better jobs, so they didna have time.  

 

Brick-and-mortar shops are of course not the only way to sell handmade objects today. Both 

Shetland retail businesses such as Anderson & Co and smaller one-person operations such as 
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Kathy Coull’s Fair Isle Textile Workshop sell hand knitted garments (among other things) 

through their own websites. There have been attempts to harness the power of the internet 

to connect Shetland hand knitters directly with international high end markets, in order to 

secure fairer payment and raise the status of the craft. For example, in 2004 a company called 

Thistle & Broom was set up (by directors from the USA and Scotland) with the aim of offering 

a platform for Scottish makers to sell their goods at fairer prices. Their ‘Fair Isle Knitting 

Project’ offered ‘authentic hand-knit Fair Isle created by septu and octogenarians Shetland 

ladies’ (Thistle & Broom 2007) with a payment model based on Fair Trade principles. (This 

website is no longer functional.)   

 

Any hand knitter with access to the internet can sell directly to customers, either through 

their own website, through Ebay, or through one of the platforms that have been set up 

specifically for the user-to-user sale of handmade goods, the most well-known of which is 

Etsy, through which ‘US$1.35 billion of merchandise was sold globally’ (Luckman 2015: 1) in 

2013. Luckman (2015: 2) argues that Etsy and Ravelry ‘exemplify the community-building 

capacities of the internet and…its capacity to render international marketing and distribution 

networks accessible to sole traders and micro-enterprises.’ Given Etsy’s popularity among UK 

crafters and craft consumers, and the quantity and cachet of craft items produced by many 

individuals in Shetland, the site is remarkably little used by Shetland makers. As of February 

2017 there appeared to be only 18 Etsy sellers based in Shetland, of whom 3 sold hand knitted 

items, 1 other who sold other knitted products, and 2 others who sold knitting-related things 

such as fair isle-patterned jewellery or printed fabric items (Etsy, accessed 09/02/17).  

 

Even among the few respondents who had sold hand knitting in recent years, income was not 

presented as a major motivating factor. For example, one ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor sells 

a fine lace shawl ‘now and then’ through local word of mouth, and another has ‘very 

occasionally’ completed commissions when visitors to her blog have asked her to knit them 

something, but neither has chosen to advertise their hand knitting services or seek out more 

sales. The tutor with the blog has also been contacted online many times by people outside 

Shetland who want to buy the handmade knitting-related equipment made by her father. She 

has sent his wooden glove-boards all over the world, most recently receiving an enquiry from 

Taiwan. The demand for this Shetland-specific knitting equipment is such that she has given 
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thought to the possibility of setting up a more formal sales presence online, but she values 

these exchanges more for the chance to promote Shetland hand knitting and create personal 

international links than for the additional income. For example, she recently helped a German 

friend who ‘came all the way to Shetland for the jumper board’ and later received ‘a parcel 

from Estonia’ in return, containing the ‘small wires’ necessary for Estonian glove knitting.  

 

As this trade in equipment shows, the sale of knitted objects is not the only way that hand 

knitting skills can produce income. Designing knitting patterns is another, and this is an area 

where the barriers to entry have decreased significantly as the internet has enabled designers 

to sell and promote their designs directly, without intermediaries like publishers or retailers. 

Ravelry provides a convenient platform for the sale of patterns. At least one of the 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutors sells patterns through Ravelry, as do Shetland Wool Week 

patrons Ella Gordon and Donna Smith and other designers featured in the Wool Week annual. 

A local pattern designer said  

I can see there’s such a big market for it. And it’s kind of a way of making money 

without having to produce something and sell it. You’re doing the design work 

and then you can sell the patterns and you’re not having to do work to 

constantly produce things which is kind of outwearing.  

It is not necessarily easier to produce additional income through pattern design than hand 

knitting, as pattern design is a highly skilled and laborious process and often not well 

remunerated. Professional pattern designers require a wide range of marketing, 

administrative and customer service skills as well as design and knitting ability, and often 

combine design with tuition or craft tourism services. However, for hand knitters who have a 

design background or creative approach, pattern design offers a means of producing 

additional income that may be more attractive than producing quantities of objects to sell.  

 

An expert on the history of Shetland knitwear pointed out in an interview that hand knitting 

never was ‘a full time job’, but always coexisted with crofting and other forms of labour, 

forming a supplementary source of income (or supplies through the truck system). Today, the 

income produced through the sale of hand knitted objects is not worth the effort for many 

Shetland hand knitters, although there are notable exceptions. One of these is a business 

owner who combines multiple forms of woollen textile design, production and tuition with 
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tourist accommodation and crofting on Fair Isle. She suggests that it ‘doesn’t make sense to 

separate hand knitting’ from all the other wool-related activities she does professionally, from 

sheep farming to sales of machine knitted objects through her website. Similarly, respondents 

who use their hand knitting skills to sell knitting patterns as a source of additional income 

combined this with related work in tuition, craft tourism or related areas, as well as unrelated 

part time jobs. While hand knitting can be an essential component of this kind of portfolio 

career, hand knitting as a paid activity in itself rarely seems to be combined with unrelated, 

full time, salaried work of the kind that is the norm in today’s Shetland.  
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Research Question 3: How do Shetland hand knitters see the future of 

Shetland hand knitting? 
 

During this research, Shetland hand knitters expressed both anxiety about the loss of local 

knitting knowledge and optimism about the ongoing significance of hand knitting in a 

transformed economic and social context. The decline of Shetland’s knitting population and 

skill base since the mid-twentieth century has produced a sense of loss and anxiety among 

people who value hand knitting as a creative skill or as cultural heritage and part of a broader 

‘Shetland way of life’ (interviewee). However, recent developments such as the growing 

visibility of craft tourism, the ongoing expansion of the ShetlandPeerieMakkers and the 

international burgeoning of textile crafts as creative leisure activities have made some 

Shetland hand knitters feel that ‘it’s turned a corner’ (interviewee). This resurgence is not a 

matter of trying to re-create craft economies of the past, but of discovering a new place for 

hand knitting in today’s Shetland.  

 

The end of school tuition in 2010 created a focus of public debate, not just about that type of 

educational provision but about the future of Shetland hand knitting in general. Opinions 

about the future of knitting were often informed by experience of its industrial past. The 

longstanding knitwear design professionals consulted during this research were already more 

than conscious that the economic basis of their industry had changed over the decades, and 

that the opportunities for young people were different. As one said, ‘I couldn’t advise them 

to do what I did, because it was impossible’. The population of highly skilled and prolific 

knitters able to combine hand and machine techniques that made certain business models 

possible in the 1970s and 1980s no longer exists, and businesses reliant on piecework of that 

kind on a large scale are unlikely to be part of Shetland’s future.  

 

The fact that hand knitting has been a viable manufacturing technique here for so long is one 

of the unusual things about the Shetland knitting industry. In her PhD thesis on The Origins 

and Development of the Scottish Hand Knitting Industry, Bennett (1981: 223) remarks on this 

surprising resilience of hand knitting as a commercial activity, given that ‘the process of 

knitting began to be mechanised at an early stage’. Bennett (1981: ix) argues that Shetland 

presents a ‘special case’, where in spite of and alongside mechanisation, hand knitting ‘as an 
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industry has maintained a continuous existence from the beginning of the seventeenth 

century to the present day’. It is remarkable that the combination of hand and machine 

knitting in much twentieth century Shetland knitwear extended the practice of hand knitting 

as an manufacturing technique well into the stage of mass market production when, as 

research commissioned by the HIDB (1970: 240) points out, ‘The market for Shetland knitwear 

is an international one…a large proportion of the industry’s total output is exported from the 

UK’.  

 

Linda G. Fryer’s (1995) book Knitting By The Fireside And On The Hillside takes the long view 

of Shetland hand knitting, discussing its history between 1600 and 1950. Fryer’s subject is ‘the 

Shetland hand knitting industry’ (my emphasis), and her work demonstrates the centrality of 

hand knitting to several phases in Shetland’s economic history, from the Shetland Method 

and the truck system to mechanised global trade. Fryer (1995: 181) concludes her book with 

a section on the uncertain status of hand knitting at the time of writing, when ‘the home-

based hand knitter sits uneasily in the matrix of the SKTA’s [Shetland Knitwear Trades 

Association] marketing organisation’. While Fryer (1995: 181) ends with a hopeful reference 

to oil industry revenue being ‘ploughed back into Shetland’s traditional industries’, she looks 

towards the commercial future of hand knitting with some doubt, writing that it ‘is difficult 

to envisage a place for the home-based hand knitter, other than as outworkers knitting up 

Fairisle yokes and cuffs to machine produced garments’. This type of outwork is itself now 

largely a thing of the past. 

 

However, it would be a mistake to confuse the future of Shetland hand knitting with the 

future of hand knitting as a manufacturing process on an industrial scale. Faced with the end 

of school knitting tuition in 2010, experienced knitwear professionals were asking questions 

like ‘who would be the technical programmers in 20 years’ time?’ and ‘who’s going to teach 

at Wool Week when my generation have gone?’ (interviewee), rather than asking who would 

produce hand knitting as a commodity. There is a consensus that the economic model within 

which hand knitting was widely performed as piecework in Shetland no longer exists. While 

there is still a niche market for luxury products produced using hand knitting coupled with 

high end design, as in ‘Iceland or Norway or Sweden’ (interviewee), this is still often far from 

lucrative for the knitters involved, and is not on anything like the same scale of activity as 
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Shetland’s past hand knitting industry. ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutors concurred that ‘the 

assumption of teaching people knitting to produce garments to sell probably isn’t viable’, as 

‘hand knitting is really never a thing you can be paid for any more’. One said ‘I wouldna want 

to think that the ShetlandPeerieMakkers is going to have to knit for slave labour’. Rather, 

continuing social and economic change is producing new ways to value hand knitting in 

Shetland. The contemporary creative economy around hand knitting is driven less by 

producing objects and more by what one of the ShetlandPeerieMakkers organisers called 

‘talking about it’, through blogging, publications, patterns, teaching and tours. While this can 

contribute to anxiety about the loss of physical skill, it offers new ways for individuals and 

Shetland as whole to benefit from physical skills that were once ubiquitous and taken for 

granted and are now rare and respected.  

 

Twigger Holroyd et al (2015: 2) point out that there are many innovative attempts to 

‘revitalise traditional crafts’ in the contemporary world and suggest that innovation does not 

just mean technical innovation but also ‘new ways of transmitting knowledge from one 

generation to the next’ or restoring ‘a sense of place and meaning to our material culture’. 

The ShetlandPeerieMakkers organisation is a good example of this. The future of Shetland 

hand knitting is a central concern for ShetlandPeerieMakkers volunteers, who are conscious 

of their role as ‘tradition bearers’ (as a non-ShetlandPeerieMakkers interviewee called it) and 

also as facilitators of young people’s creativity. One of the organisers pinpointed the issue: 

‘they’re all going to be little individuals…are we saying this is the Shetland thing? Are we being 

too protective and too insular? Or are we valuing this, the core thing?’  

 

Tutors have found that in practice, once they are familiar with the core techniques, children’s 

individuality and the difference between their generation and their teachers’ ensures a 

degree of innovation. One of the aspects of volunteering that tutors find rewarding is the 

surprise of what children and young people do with their skills. The participation of the 

Anderson High School group in the ShetlandPeerieMakkers pilot has been particularly useful 

in showing how the older age group can make Shetland hand knitting their own. Their tutor 

remarked that the teenagers were ‘less guarded’ about their own abilities than previous 

generations of Shetland hand knitters, and that she had been consistently surprised by their 

successful colour choices. Similarly, tutors of primary school aged groups report that: 
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‘They’re not scared to use colour…if they say “will this work?” we say “yes, just go with 

it, it’ll be fine”… And who’s to say the way we knit is the proper way? I think you can 

do whatever you want, it’s an open book.’ 

‘They can use their own imagination and think outside the box. It doesn’t have to be 

“well this is how you do fair isle.”’ 

 

One of the ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutors is involved with the knitwear section of the Voe 

agricultural show. Around 2010, there was ‘a slump in the number of fair isle garments 

entered in the show’ and she contacted the local wool company Jamieson and Smith who 

then launched its ‘Colourbox’ competition to promote fair isle knitting. The company chooses 

a selection of colours and challenges knitters to combine them in their own way in fair isle. 

The tutor reports that ‘in about 2010 we had maybe 70, maybe 80 fair isle entries, then over 

this past years that’s just skyrocketed… This year…we had a total of 276 entries’. Members of 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers groups have taken part in various show competitions and one of the 

Anderson High School teenagers has won the Cunningsbrough Show prize for best fair isle 

allover.  

 

A representative of Promote Shetland said ‘I think Shetland is now portrayed as quite self-

confident in the way of textiles, which probably you couldn’t say a few years ago, when 

everything seemed like doom and gloom.’ A knitting expert and local business owner recently 

found that, pitching an article to a knitting magazine, the editors automatically assumed that 

any article about Shetland would bewail ‘a dying art’, whereas she was keen to focus on the 

many exciting makers, designers and artists she saw working around her. This positive outlook 

and focus on contemporary creativity is reinforced by the recent international surge of 

interest in craft skills, and knitting in particular, which is increasingly felt within Shetland (as 

discussed below). Knitters reported increased interest in knitting in the last few years, a 

typical respondent suggesting ‘Knitting is more trendy at the moment. Maybe people are just 

happier to be knitting, whatever, I don’t know, but it certainly is taking a resurgence.’ A 

knitting podcaster, blogger and wool industry campaigner, originally from Shetland, said ‘I 

feel hugely confident about the future of Shetland hand knitting.’  
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Research Question 4: How do ‘craft’ or ‘creative’ tourists interact with 

Shetland hand knitting?  
 

This scoping study did not attempt to capture the views of craft tourists visiting Shetland, but 

did consider how the phenomenon of craft tourism is affecting the value and meaning of hand 

knitting for Shetland hand knitters. Greg Richards (2011) writes that creative tourism ‘involves 

the co-creation of participative, ‘authentic’ experiences that allow people to develop their 

creative potential and skills through contact with local people and culture.’ Shetland Wool 

Week, now in its seventh year, is the biggest example of this within Shetland. (There are 

various other organised textile tourism events on a smaller scale, such as the ‘Grand Shetland 

Adventures’ led by pattern designers Mary Jane Mucklestone and Gudrun Johnston). 

Originally started by Jamieson and Smith wool brokers together with the Campaign for Wool, 

Shetland Wool Week has developed into a much larger event, supported by Shetland Amenity 

Trust through Promote Shetland, an organisation aiming to ‘project Shetland on the world 

stage as an authentic, creative and highly desirable place to visit, live, study or do business 

with’ (Hamilton 2011:7). In 2016 Shetland Wool Week had around 600 participants, which is 

almost full capacity given the limited availability of accommodation. Promote Shetland are 

therefore considering ways to improve Wool Week’s quality and impact rather than 

concentrating on increasing attendance. A recent report from Highland Business Research 

suggests that ‘Shetland Wool Week pumped more than £500,000 into the economy – a 70 

per cent increase on last year’ (Shetland Times 07.12.16). As a ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor 

observed, ‘Wool Week has just exploded.’ 

 

The most common observation from Shetlanders about the tourists who come for Wool Week 

is how enthusiastic they are. Respondents used words like ‘obsessed’, ‘passionate’, ‘driven’ 

and ‘just so happy to be here’. During Wool Week 2016, visitors were encouraged to stick a 

pin in a map and label the place they had travelled from. This visual representation showed 

at a glance what the Highland Business Research (2016) report evidences: that Wool Week’s 

international visitors are largely from north America and northern Europe, with a few from as 

far as Australia and New Zealand. This is a mature, affluent market, which includes repeat 

visitors to Shetland. Having made long journeys to get here, Wool Week visitors are 

committed to making the most of their trip. They are a visible presence in Shetland 
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throughout the event (which was a long week in 2016, at 9 days) and their enthusiasm has 

knock-on effects on more than the economy – as one ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor said, ‘it 

has given a boost to Shetland hand knitting, the excitement rubs off.’ Overall, Shetland hand 

knitters are highly positive about Wool Week visitors and the profile Wool Week provides for 

Shetland textiles:  

‘It is good to see so many folk coming here, coming from all over the world, and see 

them so excited about it. It’s lovely to see them coming to the Sunday Teas and sitting 

down with their knitting.’  

‘I feel that we’re privileged to be able to get them back and promote the…textile 

industry in Shetland as a whole, to promote it to the world. What better platform than 

inviting people to come to Shetland for it?’  

 

Several respondents commented on the growing engagement of local people with Wool 

Week in the last few years, and hoped this would increase further. One of the Wool Week 

organisers said that ‘Community is the most important thing for Wool Week’. Several 

respondents talked about a hesitancy among some local knitters about taking part, either 

because they felt ‘this is just for visitors’, ‘there’s so many folk coming in from outside that 

there’s almost a temptation just to sit back a wee bit’ or because they have access to informal 

teaching and see no need to take part in costly classes: ‘if I was stuck with knowing how to do 

something with fair isle… I just went over to a lady’s house and she helped me’. There was 

also a suggestion that some local knitters felt they weren’t ‘good enough’ to take part, even 

though specifically Shetland forms of expertise are exactly what the visitors are here to find 

out about. Indeed, the way tourist encounters position local hand knitters as hosts rather 

than guests might make participation less attractive for some.  

 

Wool Week provides a platform for local knitters to teach, design or sell. A Wool Week 

organiser commented that ‘we are always bringing on another generation who can teach’. 

This is not necessarily just about bringing forward younger knitters, but also encouraging very 

experienced knitters who are reticent about their own abilities. For example, the researcher 

attended a class taught by a mother and daughter team. The mother had been one of 

Shetland’s many producers of fair isle yokes and other knitwear for decades, but would never 

have considered teaching a class on her own. The daughter was studying textiles at Shetland 
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College, volunteering as a ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor, and had experience delivering other 

kinds of training. She managed to persuade her mother that they could provide a class 

together. In the course of preparing for the class, the daughter discovered more about her 

mother’s knitting life than she had been aware of, even growing up surrounded by it. As a 

very conservative estimate they calculated that the mother must have knitted 600 yokes of 

the type they were teaching about, and yet she would never have thought she had anything 

to teach anyone, because in her generation ‘everybody did knit the way that she did, and so 

they just didna value it the same’. As well as the technical skill of producing a fair isle yoke, 

the classes (mostly of American and Scandinavian learners) were able to find out about 

crofting and the twentieth century Shetland knitwear industry at first hand, even viewing 

family photographs.  

 

The Wool Week Annual has functioned as a powerful launch pad for pattern designers, 

offering technical editing and support as well as targeted publicity. Wool Week patrons such 

as Donna Smith and Ella Gordon are able to promote their designs to a large and engaged 

audience. Shetland hand knitters welcome the chance to find out about knitting techniques 

and design traditions from other parts of the world through Wool Week events such as 2016’s 

Baltic Knitting Night. Wool Week creates lasting personal connections from relationships 

begun online, and raises the status of hand knitting among wider Shetland society:  

‘Wool Week is such a good thing. It really has made a difference. It gives you such 

encouragement. You see people you only know from online – like I met a lady this year 

who follows me on Instagram, or you meet people from Ravelry and then you keep in 

touch. I think it’s made Shetland people more aware of the importance of knitting 

here.’ (PM tutor/knitwear design professional) 

 

As well as incidental spending on things like accommodation and food and drink, craft tourists 

buy knitting materials and equipment and knitted objects. A knitwear design professional 

reports that ‘Textile groups are the best kind of tourists for me to get. They come on organised 

tours and they understand the work that goes into making something.’ Both Jamieson and 

Smith and Jamieson’s of Shetland host visitor events during Wool Week and their wool shops 

are kept very busy. Smaller businesses and individuals are also able to arrange commissions 
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and sell handmade equipment such as glove or jumper boards, spinning wheels and knitting 

belts.  

 

When asked what tourists are looking for in Shetland, Shetland hand knitters and other 

Shetlanders almost always refer to the idea of ‘authenticity’. ‘Authenticity’ is a key and much-

contested concept in tourism studies (Reisinger and Steiner 2006; Steiner and Reisinger 2006; 

Timm Knudsen and Waade 2010: 9). Elaborating what they meant by ‘authenticity’, 

respondents talked about the chance to participate in hand knitting within a particular 

context, encountering not just materials, archival resources and techniques but a local 

landscape and people:  

‘It’s the authenticity that they look for, because we’ve got lots of fair isle knitting or 

lace around the world, in America and all that, but in Shetland they’ve got the whole 

experience: they see how the wool is produced, they know about the history, they 

meet the producers and meet really good knitters…Shetland is in a very lucky position 

because it’s all here’ (WW organiser) 

‘They really wanted to get the authentic sense of Shetland was what I felt, meeting 

‘real’ Shetlanders and things and seeing the ‘real’ knitting….the knitting 

museums…and also that there is a network of local people’ (ShetlandPeerieMakkers 

tutor) 

While respondents welcomed visitors’ interest in Shetland and its knitting culture, several 

expressed wariness about defining the ‘authenticity’ of Shetland hand knitting through 

specific technical or visual qualities. During Shetland Wool Week, a group of local hand 

knitters performing a demonstration reported visitors requesting they ‘wear something to 

show they are Shetlanders’ and therefore available to share ‘authentic’ skills. This raises 

unanswerable questions about not only which skills and garments but which people are 

‘authentic’ to Shetland. Tourist attention encourages self-examination among host 

communities, as awareness of an outside audience provokes the questions ‘”who are we?” 

and “what do we look like to other people?”’ (Abram 1996: 197). Although this can produce 

‘pride, self-confidence and solidarity among those being visited’ (Boissevain 1996: 6), such 

self-consciousness is not necessarily comfortable or desirable. The request to wear markers 

of ‘authentic’ Shetland identity created mixed reactions among the demonstrating knitters 

and other local people, some of whom saw it as suggesting a ‘theme park’ version of Shetland. 
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This demonstrates the sensitivities involved in producing ‘performative authenticity’ (Timm 

Knudsen and Waade 2010: 12), which relies on ‘sincerity as a negotiated value between local 

and tourist’ (Timm Knudsen and Waade 2010: 12; see also Taylor 2001: 24). 

 

Two exhibitions that were particularly popular with both visitors and local people during 

Shetland Wool Week 2016 involved local groups presenting material resources and historical 

information in a highly personal and hands-on manner. The first was an exhibition in Whalsay 

Heritage Centre. A PM tutor involved in organising that exhibition said: ‘we just thought we’d 

get a few old ganseys and pin them up and write a bit of what we knew and we ended up with 

over 100 garments and it grew arms and legs.’ There was far more to this exhibition than ‘a 

few old ganseys’, including an impressive level of detail about the making, ownership, use and 

design of a huge range of items from the 1920s to the present day, all from the island 

(including a display of the work of their ShetlandPeerieMakkers group). Putting the exhibition 

together amounted to a grassroots community research project in itself, and the materials 

and information on display, in their local context and with knowledgeable local guides, are a 

unique resource. The six months the knitting exhibition has been in place have seen over 1000 

visitors to the heritage centre, while the total for the whole previous year was ‘between 1100 

and 1200’ (interviewee). Online reactions to the exhibition (including from Kate Davies) show 

that what visitors particularly appreciate is the level of detail about the individuals who 

designed, made and wore the garments. This contrasts with the way ‘traditional’ crafts are 

often attributed to generations of anonymous artisans. In the range of designs on display, the 

interplay of specifically Shetland techniques and design conventions with changing fashions 

and individual influences is made highly visible.  

 

There was a similar strong positive reaction to an exhibition of haps in Ollaberry, which was 

also praised for its presentation of each garment as the work of a particular individual. The 

Scottish Women’s Institute gathered around 80 haps from knitters near Ollaberry and put 

them on display in the public hall. This was not the first time they had displayed local knitting, 

but the decision to make haps the theme was inspired by the publication of Kate Davies’ The 

Book of Haps (which features a granddaughter of ‘one of the ladies’ (interviewee) on the 

cover). The hap collection was so popular with the Wool Week visitors that the display was 

extended, as an interviewee explained: ‘we were just thinking to do it for two days, but then 
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we extended it to four days, and I think they’re saying next year can you do it for the week’. 

The visiting craft tourists took many photographs and shared them on social media. Like the 

Whalsay exhibition, the information about each hap’s maker (and the presence of some of 

those makers in the flesh) was a major selling point of the exhibition. One visiting knitter, an 

English woman who blogs at didyoumakeityourself.com, wrote: 

‘It was the photos and the stories that pushed me over the edge.  Whenever I see a 

hand knit in a charity shop I have to buy it because I feel so bad for the knitter who 

put in all the woman hours just to have her work discarded - has she died, gone into a 

home, given her work to someone who just doesn't appreciate it…there is never a 

name, no credit given where it is surely deserved…It was one of the best things that I 

experienced in Shetland.’ 

As discussed in the next section, this exhibition also resulted in a new hap knitting class by 

and for local people.  

 

The Whalsay and Ollaberry exhibitions demonstrate how craft tourism is affecting the way 

that Shetland hand knitters themselves see hand knitting. The respect and interest that 

visitors show, not just for ‘tradition’ or Shetland heritage but also for the unique 

achievements of individual craftspeople, focuses local attention on aspects of hand knitting 

culture that may have been overlooked, taken for granted as normal, or enjoyed purely within 

a family circle. The growing visibility of craft tourism, most notable through the expansion of 

Wool Week in recent years, is raising the profile of Shetland hand knitting as a contemporary 

practice within the wider Shetland community, beyond those who knit themselves. As a 

popular knitting podcaster from Shetland put it in an interview, Wool Week prevents 

‘tradition stagnating’ and projects a picture of ‘Shetland from the sheep up’, both within and 

outside the islands.  

In June 2017, it was announced that Promote Shetland (as part of the Shetland 

Amenity Trust) had not won the new contract to continue its work. Shetland Islands Council 

did not award the contract to anyone who had tendered for it at that point, and stressed that 

the decision was not a reflection on the quality of Promote Shetland’s work. SIC 

representatives said that the decision was taken because the goal had shifted away from 

‘heritage tourism’ and towards attracting people of working age to live in the islands (Guest 
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2017). Shetland Wool Week continues to be run by Shetland Amenity Trust and has secured 

private sponsorship from Loganair (Shetland Wool Week 2017).  
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Research Question 5: How does international interest affect local 

perceptions of Shetland hand knitting? 
 

International interest in Shetland hand knitting is not limited to the craft tourists who can 

physically visit, but includes an online ‘community of practice’ (Lave and Wenger 1998) that 

dwarfs the population of Shetland. The size and fervour of the online knitting community can 

come as a surprise to non-knitters. It is not obvious to all knitters either, as levels of digital 

engagement vary enormously. There are some people in Shetland who have little to no 

contact with the online knitting world, even though they or their work might feature in it. 

There are also Shetland knitters who are highly active online, including those whose knitting-

related businesses rely on the 24 hour-a-day international audience for Shetland hand 

knitting that the online knitting world provides. A knitting podcaster and wool industry 

campaigner, originally from Shetland, remarks that while Shetland hand knitting has 

historically been ‘about the croft, the home’, today ‘there’s a community out there, outside, 

online and internationally’ (interview). Although Shetland knitwear was always bought and 

sold through international networks, the actual practice of knitting is now the subject of a 

new, interactive kind of global attention. 

 

The surge of interest in hand knitting that has occurred across the English-speaking world 

over the last 15-20 years has had ‘massive effects in Shetland’ (ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor). 

The ‘hedonization’ (Maines 2009) of hand knitting is a slow process in a place shaped so 

powerfully and so recently by hand knitting as a manufacturing technique. However, 

interviewees report that in the last few years, it has seemed that ‘everybody wants to knit!’, 

and that ‘knitting is really in vogue at the moment…it’s seen less as something that your 

granny would do.’ Specifically Shetland styles of knitting are also enjoying a period of 

popularity: ‘fair isle’s getting fashionable now, and people notice.’ 

 

As an example of how international attention leads to a re-evaluation of Shetland hand 

knitting, it is worth considering the current ‘buzz’ around the hap (a Shetland word for a kind 

of shawl). This has had several contributing factors, including (but not limited to) the 

‘Hapalongs’ of 2015 and 2016 and Kate Davies’ (2016) Book of Haps.  
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Louise Scollay, who runs the ‘Knit British’ podcast, has used Ravelry to organise two 

‘Hapalongs’, that is hap knitalongs. (A knitalong is a group of knitters undertaking projects at 

the same time, using the same pattern or a common theme, and discussing them as they go 

along.) Ravelry is a social network designed around projects, patterns and yarn as well as 

friends, groups, forums and messages, which was founded in 2007 and is the most influential 

platform for knitting-related content online. The number of Ravelry users passed 4 million in 

2014 and 6 million in January 2016. These Hapalongs, which did not use a single pattern but 

encouraged knitters to define ‘hap’ for themselves, contributed to an international 

(re)discovery of what Louise Scollay calls ‘the humble, everyday hap’. The Hapalongs included 

a great deal of discussion of both the concept of the hap and the specific history of this 

garment in Shetland, such as how it relates to the Shetland hand knitting industry and to the 

less ‘everyday’ garments made for sale. Issues about historical and contemporary inequality, 

the status of women’s work and different forms of value recur through these discussions. 

Some participants in the Hapalongs have worn their finished haps to Shetland Wool Week.  

 

Kate Davies, a Scottish knitting pattern designer, has had a major impact in promoting specific 

Shetland garments, techniques and people to both local and international audiences, through 

self-publishing and a high quality online presence.  She has written extensively both in print 

and online about the history and contemporary importance of Shetland hand knitting and its 

influence on her designs. She also discusses ideas like ‘tradition’ in a way that is sensitive to 

the many different perspectives on Shetland from within and without, and which resists the 

quest for a static authenticity, which ‘always seems to be just out of view, around the 

historical bend’ (Adamson 2007: 105). In ‘The Book of Haps’, Davies features the work of other 

designers including several from Shetland, presenting a wide range of haps alongside an 

account of the garment’s history. Davies can be seen as a ‘cultural broker’ (Reisinger and 

Steiner 2006: 483), a role often likened to that of a translator, mediating and creating links 

between Shetland individuals and the national and international knitting community.  

 

The Ollaberry hap exhibition mentioned under Research Question 4 is one example of how 

the international audience for Shetland hand knitting affects the way it is valued within 

Shetland. During the exhibition, one of the demonstrating hand knitters (whose elaborate 

hap was especially widely shared on social media) was persuaded to teach a hap knitting class 
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outside Wool Week, for a mostly local audience. With little or no advertising beyond word of 

mouth, this class of 18 women aged 30s-70s is meeting regularly in Ollaberry to knit what 

they see as the standard, ‘traditional’ Shetland hap. Some travel from elsewhere in Shetland, 

as far as Scalloway and Tingwall. While most of the class remember older relatives knitting 

similar garments, instructions would not have been written down or preserved, so they feel 

that this knowledge is both meaningful and almost lost to them. While they may have knitted 

haps from modern patterns before, they want to be able to knit a hap the ‘right’ way (in this 

case, meaning to knit four ‘laces’ first, then four ‘boards’, before knitting the centre panel and 

grafting together). In order to teach this construction technique, the teacher has written out 

a pattern for her version of this once-common vernacular garment and distributes a new 

stage of the instructions at each meeting. With its low-tech approach (not even knitting charts 

are used) this class is a completely offline ‘knitalong’ which makes an interesting parallel to 

Louise Scollay’s Hapalongs.  

 

In spite of its offline and intentionally local nature, the Ollaberry class – which involves the re-

evaluation, formalising, and distribution of a particular version of a garment seen as 

‘traditional’ and belonging to Shetland – has come about as a result of the international 

audience for Shetland hand knitting, in terms of both tourist visitors and online interaction. 

Not only would the teacher not have been prevailed upon to teach the class without the 

exhibition, but the SWI would probably not have chosen to focus their 2016 exhibition on 

haps without the recent flurry of interest provoked by people like Kate Davies, Louise Scollay 

and Mary Jane Mucklestone. Finally, as one of the ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutors suggested, 

‘if it hadna been for Wool Week, that wouldna have gotten publicised so much and Betsey 

wouldna be doing a class.’ 

 

The ShetlandPeerieMakkers organisation is a bridge between the children and tutors in their 

knitting groups and this international audience. Through online crowdfunding, this audience 

has largely funded the ShetlandPeerieMakkers to date. In return, they are kept in touch with 

the Shetland children’s hand knitting groups through the ShetlandPeerieMakkers’ newsletter, 

Facebook page etc. ShetlandPeerieMakkers groups have taken part in Wool Week events, 

such as primary school children knitting with visitors in the Wool Week Hub and the AHS 

group presenting their work in the 2016 fashion show. The question of how best to engage 
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with this international community of practice is an ongoing one for the 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers as an organisation. Their aim is to share excitement about the future 

of Shetland hand knitting while protecting the children’s relaxed (and of course safe) learning 

environment. There is a balance between letting the children know how highly their 

supporters value their hand knitting skills and making them feel self-conscious about, for 

example, using makkin belts in public. The older teenagers in the AHS group (which is 

currently part of the ShetlandPeerieMakkers pilot but will continue independently in future) 

are able to engage more fully with tourists and online audiences. Some enjoy feeling like 

‘celebrities’ at Wool Week and have got themselves ‘Makkin n Yakkin’ printed hoodies to 

wear. Their tutor has started a blog on Glow (the school blogging system) about the group.  

 

Roslyn Chapman’s (2015) research demonstrates the potential of the online community of 

hand knitters as research participants and partners. She issued a ‘call for knitters’ (in the style 

of an academic call for papers) to recruit volunteers to recreate stitch patterns identified as 

‘Shetland’ in 19th century pattern books published throughout the UK, having no other means 

to establish whether the instructions worked, or in some cases what the stitches looked like, 

in the absence of illustrations. Such was the response that Carol Christiansen (textile curator 

of the Shetland Museum and Archives) and Chapman were in danger of being swamped with 

samples, and had to swiftly and gratefully declare the call for knitters closed.  

 

The difference in size between the online knitting community of practice and the Shetland 

population (never mind the population of Shetland hand knitters), along with the speed at 

which communication takes place online, is something of a double-edged sword. The 

possibility of being overwhelmed or expected to be constantly available dissuaded some 

knitters and designers from being as active or communicative online as they otherwise might. 

Poor connectivity in some areas also limited online interaction and was an issue for 

businesses.  

 

While most interviewees strongly welcomed international interest in Shetland hand knitting, 

there was ambivalence about the idea that ‘there are people outwith Shetland who know 

more about Shetland knitting than we do’. This had motivated several respondents to get 

more involved with hand knitting themselves, find out about the past knitting practices of 
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their family and neighbours, or encourage other hand knitters from Shetland to create their 

own publications and designs. The international gaze on Shetland hand knitting has reinforced 

awareness that other places do not have the same connection to hand knitting. A 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers tutor said that interest from people elsewhere made her ‘realise that 

Shetland as a place was special, or is special. It’s special now because of what went before.’ 
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Research Question 6: How does Shetland hand knitting relate to the 

creative industries?  
 

The term ‘creative industries’ entered UK public policy in the 1990s and has been the subject 

of much debate since, particularly regarding measurement and impact (Belfiore 2012; O’Brien 

2013; Hesmondhalgh, Oakley and Lee 2015). The Department of Culture, Media and Sport 

defines the creative industries as ‘Those industries which have their origin in individual 

creativity, skill and talent and which have a potential for wealth and job creation through the 

generation and exploitation of intellectual property’ (DCMS 2015). While there are elements 

and individuals within many employment sectors that might fall under this definition, the 

sectors originally included for purposes of official measurement were: advertising, antiques, 

architecture, crafts, design, fashion, film, leisure software, music, performing arts, publishing, 

software, TV and radio (Hesmondhalgh, Oakley and Lee 2015: 64). In 2013 DCMS issued a 

clarification around the inclusion of craft, confirming that it would continue to be counted 

within the creative industries designation, following a public consultation (DCMS 2013). The 

uncertainty about the status of craft as a creative industry stemmed from the difficulty of 

locating and quantifying craft activity and its impact within Office of National Statistics data 

on the labour force, which is not designed to capture micro-businesses, portfolio careers, or 

the interrelationship between craft and other sectors. Craft also suffers from an image 

problem: Bell and Jayne (2010: 213) suggest that ‘within the broader creative sector, craft is 

a problematic term, in that it conjures images of craft fairs, hobbyists and traditional country 

products such as corn dollies or dried flowers’, rather than ‘quality’ and ‘innovativeness’. The 

report ‘Craft in an Age of Change’ (BOP Consulting 2012: 8), commissioned by the Crafts 

Council, Creative Scotland, the Arts Council of Wales and Craft Northern Ireland, reported 

that ‘contemporary craft may be facing a period of unusual turbulence’ due to factors such as 

digital technologies, austerity, changes to higher education, budget cuts, and growing 

environmental and ethical concerns (BOP Consulting 2012: 8-10). However they also found 

that 56.5% of Scotland makers expected their contemporary craft sales to grow either 

considerably or slightly over the next three years (BOP Consulting 2012: 79). 

 

Shetland hand knitting’s relationship to the creative industries is a complex one, which 

exemplifies the challenges faced by creative practitioners working in rural areas and within 
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modes of cultural production that are primarily associated with the rural rather than the 

urban. Creative practitioners in rural areas can be seen as caught between two dominant 

discourses. The first is the creative industries policy context, which has overwhelmingly 

centred on cities (Evans 2009; Bell and Jayne 2010; Pratt 2010; Gibson 2014) and on 

intellectual property (Garnham 2005; Frew 2011; Frew and Cunningham 2012). The second is 

the romantic conception of rural creativity as something organic, occurring naturally in a 

defined location, belonging to the community and merely flowing through the individual as 

heritage or tradition (Turney 2009; Luckman 2012).  

 

The creative industries paradigm that emerged in public policy during the 1990s is closely 

intertwined with urban policy-making through the much-critiqued but powerful orthodoxy of 

the ‘creative city’ (Florida 2005). Creative industries policy has prioritised geographical 

proximity between creative workers and facilities in creative cities, clusters or quarters which 

are intended to act as nodes in highly interconnected global markets (Evans 2009). The 

conflation of creativity with urbanity within creative industries policy complicates its 

application to remote and rural contexts, where both proximity and connectivity present 

challenges, economies function on a very different scale, and distance may even be sought 

after by some creative workers as a desirable working environment or unique selling point 

(Luckman 2012).   

 

Intellectual property is the ultimate product of the creative industries as they have been 

defined in UK public policy (Galloway and Dunlop 2007). Of course there is nothing 

intrinsically urban about IP, but forms of cultural production that are primarily associated with 

rural contexts, such as so-called traditional crafts, folk music or oral literatures, often have a 

complicated relationship with IP. Instead of being attributed to individual creativity, they are 

understood as belonging to a place or community, deriving from shared histories and 

representative of a cultural identity rather than an alienable cultural product (Coombe and 

Aylwin 2011; Riley 2005). There are practical and legal barriers to asserting ownership of them 

through means such as copyright or patents, as well as cultural barriers that can be just as 

effective. The development of trademarks based on provenance (such as the ‘woman knitting 

a haddock’ (Church 1990:40) adopted by the Shetland woollen and hosiery industry) requires 

difficult communal consensus on criteria and symbols of belonging. Assertions of individual 
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ownership or originality can be seen as impingement on a cultural commons or 

misrepresentation of a communal identity.  

 

Stalker and Burnett (2016:194) write about how the lives and careers of Scottish island-based 

cultural workers are affected by a combination of what they call ‘the doctrine of creativity’ 

and ‘the doctrine of islands’. The ‘doctrine of creativity’ (Hesmondhalgh and Baker 2010) 

treats creativity as an entirely and self-evidently positive thing which may be harnessed to all 

sorts of social goals. The ‘doctrine of islands’, according to Stalker and Burnett (2016: 195-7), 

treats islands as ‘places to escape to or to escape from’ (2016: 195), as ‘entrepreneurial 

spaces’ offering ‘sustainable models of practice for both cultural and natural heritage 

resource’ (2016: 196) and as places of ‘simplicity’ where ‘modernity has not reached’ (2016: 

197). There are parallels between this ‘doctrine of islands’ and common ideas about craft, as 

both ‘are often placed in the position of being the “real thing”’ (Stalker and Burnett (2016: 

196). Stalker and Burnett (2016: 204) show that the large academic and policy literature on 

cultural work in cities is not necessarily generalizable to remote and rural areas such as 

islands, and that unquestioned doctrines can ‘obscure the difficulty of being creative and the 

material realities of island life’. Such is the pervasiveness of heritage as a way of seeing place 

and culture in rural contexts that even those working in fields that are not primarily associated 

with rurality – eg digital media – may nevertheless engage with the idea of heritage, 

purposefully or by necessity (White 2010; Giaccardi 2012). In their Creative Industries 

Strategy 2014-19, Highlands and Islands Enterprise (2014: 38, 50) identify this ‘sense of 

provenance’ in rural areas of Scotland as a valuable resource that new technologies could be 

used to ‘articulate and leverage’ in new ways.  

 

A knitting podcaster from Shetland remarked in an interview that ‘Provenance is a huge thing 

now. People go and seek out wool that they know something of its story, so that when they 

finish the thing it tells a story.’ Telling the ‘story’ of Shetland hand knitting is now where much 

of the knitting-related activity that would be officially classed as part of the creative industries 

takes place. As another interviewee put it, ‘the other market is blogging, or talking about 

it…Kate Davies has had a huge influence in that, she’s opened it up to that creative thinker 

who can also write.’ 
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Long before the invention of the term ‘creative industries’, Shetland hand knitting was part 

of the fashion industry. During Shetland’s long history of industrial scale hand knitting, the 

‘knitwear industry took knitting from people as a commodity’ and through that process ‘it 

becomes anonymous’ (interviewee). Local designers made links with retailers and the fashion 

industry through agents and trade fairs, some of which persist to this day.  

 

Several interviewees mentioned a feeling that Shetland hand knitting is being fed upon by the 

creative industries elsewhere, without always getting much back. There are excellent 

relationships with creative producers elsewhere, who have offered a welcome springboard 

to local designers and business people. However, there are also well known incidents of 

Shetland-based designers finding their work used without attribution, such as recent 

controversies around Mati Ventrillon’s experience with Chanel (which has resulted in a 

positive business relationship; see BBC 2015) and Donna Smith’s pattern designed for Wool 

Week 2015. Somewhere between these two extremes is the acknowledged influence of 

Shetland textiles on the fashion industry, such as Alexander McQueen’s SS17 collection, which 

references Shetland textiles of various kinds and credits generations of anonymous local 

artisans. 

 

There is a more general perception that hand knitting techniques and styles that originate in 

Shetland, and indeed the ‘brand’ of Shetland within hand knitting, are being used to produce 

products such as garments, patterns and publications that do not benefit Shetland or its 

contemporary hand knitters as much as they could. Interviewees were proud of Shetland’s 

influence and understood the complexity of ‘ownership’ in this area, saying things like: ‘we 

have an ownership of it because it is linked to Shetland…but nobody can own anything, 

knowing how small the world is… we’re very free in how we share things.’ The strongest 

statement about the use of Shetland hand knitting as the raw creative material for products 

developed elsewhere came from someone not originally from the islands: 

‘there are a lot of knitters out there who pretty much come here and rip – well it’s not 

a nice way to say it but they will rip the whole thing off. They’ll come away with a lot 

of ideas and a lot of patterns and then they’ll go home and publish books…I think they 

key is encouraging local knitters and local designers to be braver and maybe seek 

opportunities for themselves rather than just handing over their expertise. I think 
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that’s the beautiful thing about Shetland, people share, but at the same time, it’s a 

competitive world and you have to be a bit more careful about it.’ 

Several interviewees shared this desire to see more Shetland hand knitters venturing into the 

world of publishing or sharing their hand knitting knowledge in a wider context. One 

compared Shetland to Estonia, where local hand knitting styles were popularised among 

English-speaking hand knitters by the American author Nancy Bush (1999), and where ‘they 

were grateful she extended knowledge beyond their own area but they reached the point 

they wanted to do their own books’.  

 

Many respondents explained the relative rarity of Shetland authors writing about their own 

hand knitting heritage and creativity as part of the reticent manner of older generations. One 

said it was ‘how their generation was, that you never said that you were this much better 

than anyone else…arrogance was never a good thing, to be seen to have an ego was never a 

good thing, and that’s how it would often have been construed.’ In order to capture the 

expertise of people reluctant to identify themselves as experts, she added, ‘you need a 

biographer for knitters’. 
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Research Question 7: How does Shetland hand knitting relate to wider 

Shetland society?  
 

The relationship between Shetland hand knitting and Shetland society as a whole is complex 

and has changed enormously within living memory. While hand knitting is not nearly as 

present in the daily lives of most Shetlanders as it was in past generations, it still has broader 

social and cultural relevance for Shetland than it does for most of - probably any of - the rest 

of the UK. Lynn Abrams’ (2012) work shows how integral hand knitting has been to Shetland 

in both material and symbolic terms, and how these have been intertwined, since the early 

nineteenth century (while Shetland hand knitting of course has a considerably longer history). 

Abrams’ (2012) historical research shows that as well as forming part of Shetland’s economy 

and material culture, hand knitting is integral to narratives that have been constructed about 

Shetland from within and outside the islands, which feed into the self-conception and the 

external image of this place and its people. 

 

Given hand knitting’s material and symbolic importance for Shetland as a whole over 

centuries, it can provoke a range of strong feelings in Shetland today. While hand knitting is 

prized as heritage and as a creative pursuit by Shetland hand knitters and many others in 

Shetland, the rest of the population does not uniformly look upon knitting’s association with 

Shetland fondly, and certainly not with the romanticism of international visitors. Opinions as 

to the contemporary value of Shetland hand knitting vary, informed by differing experiences 

of Shetland’s knitting industry and the ever-changing priorities of the present. When hand 

knitting has become a topic of public discourse in Shetland it has often been as part of broader 

debates about public funding, oil revenues, industrial strategy or local government; that is, 

debates about the economy, social structure and identity of Shetland as a whole. The 

argument about the withdrawal of school knitting tuition in 2010, which involved decisions 

about shrinking public funds and provision of traditional music as well as knitting tuition (‘the 

two things Shetland is known for’, as an interviewee said), is just one example of this.  

 

Public discussion of hand knitting over previous decades has often been related to the 

profound changes that Shetland’s oil boom brought to wider society. Knitwear was identified 

as one of the four ‘traditional industries’ (along with fisheries, agriculture and tourism?) that 
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were potentially threatened by this change and singled out for support. For example, 

marketing funding was made available to enable designers to attend trade shows and 

promote their ranges worldwide, from the compensatory monies supplied by the oil industry 

as part of its Disturbance Agreement (1974). The SIC’s McNicoll Report (1979) presents hand 

knitting as an industry and skill base threatened by new economic forces and working 

patterns. Fryer (1995: 178) reports that the economic changes that accompanied the growth 

of the oil industry in Shetland in late 1970s were seen as a threat to longstanding textile jobs, 

as a ‘boom in oil-related jobs at the expense of the knitwear industry’. The knitwear and oil 

industries are still sometimes presented as rhetorical or symbolic opposites, contrasted in 

terms of modernity, environmental ethics or communal ownership. The connections between 

the two are explored through critical and artistic work such as the Oil/Knitting exhibition at 

Shetland Textile Museum (curated by Ella Gordon, 2014) or Unearthed: Art and Skran 

(Berenice Carrington/Tonner, 2012). It is a quirk of Shetland’s history that it is hard to talk 

about hand knitting here for long without mentioning oil; while the arrival of the oil industry 

was seen as a threat to Shetland hand knitting in the 1970s, the funding squeeze that 

precipitated the end of school hand knitting tuition in 2010 was exacerbated by the waning 

of Shetland’s oil revenues. This connection to the single biggest change to daily life in Shetland 

in the twentieth century means that local non-knitters are almost as likely as knitters to have 

opinions related to hand knitting.  

 

During this study, the most noticeable difference between the perspectives of hand knitters 

and others in Shetland was that those who did not knit were far more likely to say things like 

‘it’s a dying art’. The recent upsurge of activity and optimism about the future of Shetland 

hand knitting mentioned under Research Question 3 does not seem to be fully reflected in 

wider public consciousness in Shetland, although the high profile of craft tourism events like 

Wool Week has alerted some, especially those involved in providing accommodation or visitor 

services. While Shetland’s knitwear industry at its height made hand knitting very visible, and 

its presence as part of that industry today is visibly diminished, the new ways in which hand 

knitting is practiced and shared today are less immediately obvious to wider Shetland society. 

Non-commercial hand knitting takes place in private venues and limited social circles, while 

much of the commercial activity around hand knitting today is directed at audiences abroad 

rather than in Shetland, and consists of activities other than actual hand knitting. 
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Shetland’s global image is as (in the words of an  interviewee) ‘The. Place. For. Knitting.’ 

International interest in Shetland textiles has an impact on the marketing of Shetland as a 

whole, apart from Shetland Wool Week or other craft tourism. For example, by identifying 

textiles as a niche, Promote Shetland is able to target a large American audience, rather than 

being lost in the cacophony of place marketing across the whole of the USA. The number of 

email subscribers to the Shetland Wool Week newsletter, 22000, is almost ‘at the same level 

as the destination marketing’ for Shetland overall (WW organiser). The intense social media 

activity about Wool Week (which continues throughout the year) is a powerful way of 

communicating messages about Shetland, not only to potential tourists but potential 

investors, customers and residents.  

 

Shetland’s hand knitting culture and reputation is closely connected to its wool industry, from 

crofting to spinning and export. Baldacchino (2005: 30) singles out ‘Shetland and its Fairisle 

garments’ as an example of ‘the close association between product and island’ that can turn 

the ‘smallness and islandness’ (2005: 21) of certain locations into an advantage for local 

manufacturing businesses. He writes that  

‘The textile product is deliberately branded as the quintessential Shetland Islands 

souvenir, not the least thanks to the link between sheep, wool, nature, and the 

garment product to the islands.’  (Baldacchino 2005: 30) 

He identifies the advantages for small firms on islands with closely associated products as: 

 ‘a strong branding of the product with the respective island and associated 

characteristics island’ 

 ‘free riding on island tourism’ 

 ‘limited domestic local firm rivalry’ 

 ‘an appreciation of social capital and the quality of island life’ 

 ‘the luring of islanders back to their island in order to become local entrepreneurs’ 

(Baldacchino 2005: 28) 

These advantages for small local businesses, from Jamieson’s spinning mill to the textile 

designers who use Shetland College’s Textile Facilitation Unit to produce their products, are 

supported by the existence of Shetland’s hand knitters.  
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The long and enduring presence of Shetland’s knitting industry (and particularly its practical 

and symbolic interrelationship with the oil industry) means that discussion of hand knitting in 

wider Shetland society often concentrates on industrial or economic issues. However, this can 

overlook hand knitting’s social impacts. Hand knitting creates lively intergenerational social 

networks in areas with small and sometimes isolated populations, and connects Shetland 

people (not just businesses) with global networks. As Gauntlett (2011) argues, ‘making is 

connecting’, and hand knitting builds social capital and resilience in Shetland society by 

enabling individuals to connect deeply with other people and the material world around 

them.  
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Conclusion 
 

If we imagine a scale of ‘materiality’ (Abrams 2012) with hand knitted objects at one end, 

hand knitting as a process in the middle, and the less tangible realm of narrative, image or 

brand at the far end, the types of economic and social value attributed to Shetland hand 

knitting are shifting away from the material object. While all three elements are still important 

elements of Shetland hand knitting’s ‘cultural ecology’ (Li 2012), especially its 

interrelationship with machine knitting and other industrial sectors, the once-dominant 

model of hand knitting as a mode of producing objects for sale is now declining in relation to 

knitting as heritage, as leisure, or as place branding. Rather than knitted objects, the things 

knitters value about hand knitting are increasingly located in the experience: the process of 

making, whether purchased through tuition, patterns or locally produced materials, or a 

feeling of connection to a distinctive landscape and community. The things wider society 

values about Shetland hand knitting are also less material than they were when hand knitted 

garments, as clothes to wear and commodities to sell, were necessary to keep Shetland 

families warm and fed.  

 

This shift creates supply chain problems for the Shetland knitwear industry today, some of 

which produces garments reliant on hand or a combination of hand and machine knitting. The 

Shetland Textiles Review Final Report, commissioned by the SIC, reports that  

‘Outworkers are largely an ageing workforce and there is significant level of concern 

about both the difficulty of finding people to knit, and the wage rates paid to 

outworkers. The latter is particularly an issue for hand knitters.’ (Weave 2012: 34) 

This is a longstanding problem familiar to everyone in the sector, and businesses reliant on 

hand knitting outworkers are to some extent victims of Shetland’s economic success, ‘as 

alternative and lucrative employment routes, particularly for women, opened up in the public 

sector and service sectors’ (Weave 2012: 8). In itself, the low number of people in Shetland 

available to do skilled work for low pay is not exactly to be regretted.  

 

However, the shift away from a trade in hand knitted objects towards less tangible ways of 

valuing Shetland hand knitting also prompts concerns about the loss of physical skills and 

communal cultural expertise. The sense of anxiety and potential loss that is evident when 
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some Shetland hand knitters talk about the skills of their own and previous generations is not 

assuaged by the centrality of hand knitting to the Shetland brand, or by forms of craft tourism 

that romanticise or exoticise indigenous craft practices. That said, the inescapable existence 

of new audiences for Shetland hand knitting, especially those ‘super-connected amateurs’ 

(Hackney 2013:171), does hold the possibility of finding new ways to value, preserve and 

transmit hand knitting skills. In his influential book Thinking Through Craft, Glenn Adamson 

(2007) writes about how contemporary craft education invokes the idea of rural simplicity 

and authenticity known as the pastoral. He comments on the ‘highly self-conscious and 

purposefully constructed’ nature of summer craft schools that promise an experience of 

simplicity and purity to visiting (often urban) learners, where the pastoral ‘dream of wise 

shepherds is re-enacted annually’ (2007: 105). Adamson (2007: 105) does not, however, 

dismiss the creative potential of the pastoral dream: ‘when it is occupied self-consciously, 

rather than in a celebratory or promotional manner – it can be a powerful way of envisioning 

social and artistic change’.  

 

As pointed out in the EKOS (2008) report Creative Industries in Shetland Today, ‘In small 

creative clusters such as this, the boundaries between professional and amateur and 

commercial and cultural are often hard to draw.’ This has always been particularly the case 

for Shetland hand knitting: outworking systems bridge commercial and domestic settings; 

vernacular designs are created for pleasure and sale, often by the same people; and where 

hand knitting is a paid activity it may be seamlessly combined with other jobs and is unlikely 

to make up a significant proportion of a knitter’s total income. Because of this, there is a lot 

of slippage between concerns about hand knitting as a skill and concerns about hand knitting 

as an important element of Shetland’s knitwear industry. While the two intersect in practice, 

it is important to recognise that they are not the same thing. The future existence of Shetland 

hand knitting does not necessarily rely on the persistence of hand knitting as a manufacturing 

technique; equally, a huge upsurge in Shetland people learning advanced knitting skills would 

not necessarily make more of them want to knit quantities of items for sale.  

 

The complex relationship between ‘professional and amateur and commercial and cultural’ 

(EKOS 2008) is changing, not just for Shetland hand knitting but in the realm of craft and 

making more broadly (Gauntlett 2011, Carr and Gibson 2016). One aspect of this change is 
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that, as the knitting podcaster told me, ‘Provenance is a huge thing now.’ In their Creative 

Industries Strategy 2014-19, Highlands and Islands Enterprise (2014: 38, 50) identify this 

‘sense of provenance’ in ‘remote’ and rural areas of Scotland as a valuable resource that new 

technologies could be used to ‘articulate and leverage’ in new ways. In Scotland, ‘a strong 

national identity or material culture “brand” associated with heritage and tradition’ (Peach 

2012) has been a major feature of the relationship between government and craft 

practitioners since at least the 1970s, when craft became positioned as ‘small business 

activity’ in the Scottish case rather than as an offshoot of the ‘the arts’ as in England and 

Wales (Peach 2007). The creative industries in general and crafts in particular have been 

marked as part of ‘the tourism proposition’ (Shetland Arts 2008:2) in Scotland’s ‘remote and 

rural’ areas, some of which are identified as their own creative ‘sub-brands’ (HIE 2014:38). As 

well as its instrumental value in place branding and tourism, the heritage aspect of the 

creative industries in Scotland has been credited with ‘intrinsic national importance’ 

(McKerrell 2014). Following Scottish devolution in 1999, this was the justification for 

increased public support for ‘traditional arts’ (ie music, drama and dance) (McKerrell 2014). 

Some warn that such an approach risks ‘a narrow understanding of their value predicated 

solely upon their importance as indigenous and authentic cultural material’ (Stevenson 2014). 

Arguments for public support for textile crafts such as hand knitting based on ideas of 

indigeneity and authenticity similarly risk making ahistorical assumptions and inhibiting 

innovation.  

 

However, in Shetland, where hand knitting has been an everyday part of family, economic 

and creative life for many generations, its history is one of multiple socioeconomic 

transformations, and this communal experience of change, rather than nostalgia for a rigidly 

fixed vision of the past, can be carried into the search for new ways to articulate its value. For 

example, the ShetlandPeerieMakkers volunteers are finding a way to leapfrog or fill in the so-

called missing generations, creating a contemporary reinvention of the informal, familial or 

neighbourly contexts in which Shetland hand knitting has historically been transmitted. What 

the peerie makkers themselves choose to do with their Shetland hand knitting skills will be 

interesting to see.  
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Glossary of Shetland Terms and Acronyms 
 

 

AHRC: Arts and Humanities Research Council  

 

BLT: Brough Lodge Trust, the charity whose auspices the ShetlandPeerieMakkers group was 

formed. 

 

Bonhoga: ‘My spiritual home’ in dialect.  Also the name of an art gallery in Weisdale.  

 

CRC: Centre for Rural Creativity, Shetland College, University of the Highlands and Islands 

 

Makker: ‘Knitter’ in dialect. 

 

Makkin belt: Tool used to anchor one end of a knitting needle at the user’s waist or hip. 

 

Mareel: ‘Phosphorescence on the surface of the sea’ in dialect. Also the name of a music, 

cinema and creative industries centre in Lerwick. 

 

Peerie: ‘Little’ in dialect. 

 

ShetlandPeerieMakkers: Organisation that provides hand knitting tuition as an after-school 

or lunchtime club in Shetland.  

 

SIC: Shetland Islands Council 

 

SWI: Scottish Women’s Institute 
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